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My skeptical brain just will not allow a haunting to happen. I believe that most 
psychics, ghost hunters, exorcists, etc. exploit people’s vulnerabilities for a 
living. However, when I have a cost-free opportunity to do some exploration, I 
still enjoy the thrill. For research on The Half-Light, I went to a haunted mill in 
Vassalboro with a psychic medium to see if it would change the way I thought 
about the play. Armed with gadgets, gizmos, and a long purple poncho, 
our psychic tried to communicate with the spirits in a dark and freezing mill 
basement. Yet, what were apparently supposed to be the “voices” of “spirits” 
sounded like a mix of an AM/FM radio scanner and radio static—but that’s 
because her instrument was just an AM/FM radio without an antenna set 
up to a speaker. I still remain unconvinced of the legitimacy of spirits and 
supernatural powers, but I do believe in the legitimacy of a psychic’s power of 
persuasion that loots the pockets of those who do believe. 
- Dylan Gurrera, Directing & Dramaturgy Intern

I’ve only ever had one encounter with the supernatural. The first week I lived in 
Edinburgh, Scotland I went on a ghost tour. The tour went into the catacombs 
under the city, where the poor and destitute lived in the early to mid-1800s. I 
was having a great time, seeing the city and learning some history, until we 
entered the final catacomb vault. There was nothing visibly different from 
the other areas we had already been in but, as soon as I entered the room, I 
actually felt my hair stand on end. Every part of my body was telling me that I 
should not be in that room. Even the air was dramatically colder. I have never 
felt such a visceral reaction to a space. It took so much restraint not to run 
that I started to feel physically ill. Once we exited the space relief flooded my 
body. Later, the tour guide asked if anyone had felt colder in that last room. I 
raised my hand expecting everyone to do the same—it was such noticeable 
drop in temperature I couldn’t imagine anyone not feeling it—and was shocked 
when only one other woman had. Every plausible explanation raced through 
my head: we were not any more or any less clothed, or smaller than anyone 
else, and we had been standing in very different parts of both the group and 
room. The guide asked us if we were mothers or if we were ever told that we 
had maternal instincts. We both said yes. Then the guide responded, “Well, I 
didn’t want to freak you all out before we went in, but experts have declared 
that to be the most supernaturally active room on this whole tour. We’ve had 
the most sightings in that room and the occasional fainting spell. Many women 
see the ghosts of children and we have been told that the negative energy you 
might have felt comes from their mothers. They tend to mistrust other mothers 
and we’ve been told they’re afraid you’ll kidnap their children—a common 
occurrence at the time.” I didn’t see any ghosts of children, but I truly believe 
someone, or something, did not want me in that room, and I’m more than okay 
with respecting that wish.   
- Rebecca Rovezzi, Directing & Dramaturgy Intern

Thoughts from the Editors:
What is your relationship with the supernatural?
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While I try not to focus on bad omens that occur in daily life, such as shattered 
mirrors or black cats, I would describe myself as super superstitious. I've 
never sought out a connection to the other side. I have, however, had some 
unintentional encounters, such as a series of hyper-vivid dreams that all came 
true, a joke séance that turned eerily real, and the presence of some kind of 
non-material spirit in an isolated place. Whether it was through coincidence, 
my attitude, or a more mystical force, no one knows—but these experiences 
left me feeling like I’d briefly interacted with the supernatural. 
- Jae-Yeon Yoo, Directing & Dramaturgy Intern

I have always believed in the existence of spirits, although I have never directly 
seen or experienced the presence of a spirit. I believe that when we die, our 
energy and our essence remain on this earth, comforting those that we love 
and finding a freedom that we might not have had in life. Growing up, my 
mother was a very firm believer in spirits, and would credit them for everything 
from a flock of geese flying overhead to cabinet doors closing or opening for 
no good reason. Even today I still say, “Hello Papa, Hello Uncle David,” when 
two Canadian geese fly overhead—my mother believed that this was a way 
for my uncle and my grandfather to say hello to us and remind us of their 
presence. While I’m not convinced that anyone can speak directly to spirits, I 
do believe that spirits walk among us and that whatever happens after death 
includes the ability to occasionally send messages of love and support to the 
ones we loved here on Earth. 
- Emily Lawrence, Education Intern

Throughout my life I have had several experiences that have led me to believe 
that spirits roam the earth. Some people may have heard noises, seen 
shadows, or felt a presence and immediately tried to convince themselves that 
it’s just in their heads. If you’re like me... then the first thing that pops into your 
head is ghost. Growing up, I lived in a home that was previously owned by an 
old couple; the year before my family and I moved in, the wife passed away in 
the house. As a child and pre-teen, I experienced strange dreams and heard 
voices from the bathroom down the hall from my room. I was terrified of that 
bathroom and refused to use it. Whenever I was home alone, the showers in 
the house would even turn on and off. I can’t recall if it was a dream, my fear 
manipulating my imagination, or an actual spirit, but I could hear my name 
being whispered in the bathroom down the hall from my room at times. For 
years I tried to rationalize my supernatural experiences in the house, until I 
discovered that my mother also had unexplainable experiences in that house. 
Like me, my mother had strange dreams and even woke up in the middle of 
the night feeling like she was being choked. Since I have moved out of that 
house, I have had other supernatural experiences happen to me. My most 
recent encounter happened about five years ago when I saw a tall, black, 
shadowy figure run out of my closet while I was on the phone with a friend. I 
let my curiosity take over and I ran after it, but found nothing. To this day, I still 
wonder who or what I saw, but hopefully I will never see it again. I can’t prove 
or deny that spirits exist, but I’m content with just focusing on myself and the 
other living people I care about on the earth.
- Paige Farley, Education Intern
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Focus Questions

Pre-Show Activities

1. What are some ways we cope with grief? 

2. What is spiritualism? What are some of the characteristics of this movement (see pg. 27)?

3. What are some strategies we can use to help support someone who has lost a loved one? What are 
some direct and indirect ways we can help?

4. How does society view those with addiction? How does this perception affect the ways in which we 
seek to help those with an addiction?

5. What is the Twelve Step program (see pg. 15)? How can it be applied to other types of addiction and 
not just alcoholism?

1. Addiction to various substances is extremely common in Maine, as are drug-related deaths. In fact, 
Maine is in the top ten states for opioid overdose (see pg. 18). Research the drug and addiction problem 
that Maine residents face. Then write a letter to your local representative about why this addiction 
problem exists in Maine and how it can be addressed. 

2. In the early 1900s, many mediums began using technology to persuade their audience that they 
were authentic. Imagine you are creating a piece of technology designed to help you communicate with 
spirits. What would your invention look like? Draw your invention on a piece of paper, and then explain 
to your class how your invention works! Does your creation allow you to detect ghostly energy, speak to 
them directly, or hear what they are saying? 

3. The Half-Light was written by a Maine author, Monica Wood, and she was inspired by Maine’s 
connection to the supernatural (see pg. 20 & 34). Research some of Maine’s supernatural folklore. 
Pick a piece of lore that interests you and write a short story, a scene from a play, or a poem about 
this supernatural story. Remember that plays and short stories can be based on a true tale while also 
incorporating fictitious details. Have fun and be creative!

4. Spiritualism in the 1800s was brought to the national spotlight by the Fox Sisters (see pg. 27), two 
young girls who claimed they could speak to ghosts. What are some other examples of national social 
movements in American history that were led by young people? Pick one of these movements, and a 
person from that movement, and write a monologue from their perspective discussing that movement. 

by Paige Farley & emily lawrence

by Paige Farley & emily lawrence

Snowy mAinE woodS.
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About the Play
A chance encounter presents a tantalizing 
question for a college secretary: Can anyone 
be trained to see the dead? Her dogged pursuit 
for an answer leads to a far more earthbound 
challenge when a colleague is felled by grief. 
This poignant drama about love and purpose 
examines the ghosts that live within us all. 

As a small-town college secretary, Iris is 
uncomfortable with the sudden spotlight that 
Helen, a friend and colleague, thrusts upon her 
after Iris’s psychic mentor suddenly passes. 
Dodging Helen’s interrogations and the cynicism 
of the Irish literature professor, Andrew, Iris 
attempts to stick with more earthly affairs. Yet, 
when Andrew’s life abruptly falls apart and 
his grief turns him into a living ghost, Iris feels 
compelled to accept her calling as a medium. 
True to her modest nature and contrary to 
the celebrity status of her mentor, Iris doesn’t 
want fame—she wants to be useful. This new 
motivation to help those around her inspires her 
to return to her “ghost drills” to train herself to 
see beyond the mortal veil. 

Andrew isn’t the only person desperately 
searching for a second chance. Helen’s 
daughter, Teresa, struggles with the difficult 

grasps of addiction while living in a potentially 
haunted, old farmhouse. With a new future 
ahead of her, Teresa looks to reclaim her life 
apart from the shadows of her past, but she 
cannot do it alone. Helen searches for a family 
reunion between herself, her husband, and the 
Teresa they knew before addiction. Even Iris, 
recovering from a bad marriage, searches for 
new purpose beyond her office; she, too, finds 
help in unexpected, yet heartwarming, ways.   

How does one train to see ghosts without a guide 
or mentor? How do we know ghosts are real? 
How do we know when our spirit is willing? No 
road remains clear without a guide, but Iris tasks 
herself to wade through unexplored abilities and 
relationships. Sifting through her own doubts of 
what lies beyond the mortal veil, Iris finds deeper, 
more tangible purpose than contacting the spirits 
that howl in the night and toss chandeliers at the 
family dog: to remind people that they have the 
bravery to live in this world.

The Half-Light by Affiliate Artist Monica Wood 
was developed at the 2018 Little Festival of the 
Unexpected. This production at Portland Stage 
marks its world premiere.

by Dylan gurrera

ACtorS At thE firSt rEAd-throguh. Photo: lAurEn KEnnEdy.
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Conversation with the Director and 
Writer, Woods Squared (Not Related)

Monica Wood, playwright for The Half-Light, 
has enjoyed a long relationship with Portland 
Stage (PS), and is one of their Affiliate Artists. 
Her play, Papermaker, was produced as a part 
of PS's Mainstage season and she continues to 
write for Studio Series projects with the Affiliate 
Artist Group. As an acclaimed novelist, Monica 
Wood’s When We Were the Kennedys has been 
featured on Oprah’s Book Club. Sally Wood, 
director of The Half-Light, has also enjoyed a long 
relationship as a director, actor, and Affiliate Artist 
with PS. She has been seen on stage for PS's 
productions of A Christmas Carol, choreographed 
fight scenes for Disgraced, and directed 
productions such as Papermaker, Dancing at 
Lughnasa, and String Around My Finger. In a 
break from rehearsal, Monica and Sally spoke 
with Assistant Director, Dylan Gurrera, about The 
Half-Light, new works, and more.

Dylan Gurrera (DG): Hi Monica and Sally! 
Thank you both for taking some time to chat. 
To begin our conversation, I wanted to talk to 
you both about what inspired you to write and 
work on The Half-Light.

Monica Wood (MW): Whether it’s a play or a 
novel, my work always begins with a character 
that has a problem. For The Half-Light, I began 
with a secretary, Iris, what has a problem: a 
colleague desperately needs her help. I was 
drawn to the idea of setting it in the workplace, 
because I believe that a lot of fictional characters 
seem to exist in space. I always end up 
wondering, “how do they pay for their groceries?” 
or “where do they get the money for that 
house?” While seeing characters at work creates 
interesting possibilities for staging, I was drawn 
to this idea because work is central to who we 
are and what is important to us—we don’t see 
this enough in the fictional world. In this play, 
while we don’t necessarily see Andrew teaching 
classes, we get this feeling of a long working 
relationship between three of these characters. 
I was interested in seeing what would happen 
when something really personal seeps into the 
workplace. That’s when we see how friendships 
become more than just the workplace. 

DG: So much of this play touches on real, 
human tragedy and how our relationships 
in this world can inspire hope. As someone 
interested in the mystical as well as horror, 
I felt drawn to how this play tackles the 
supernatural. Monica, I know you and I have 
discussed how certain elements of this play 
are based on your real-life experience. I 
would love to know more about that.

MW: Portlanders of a certain age might 
remember a man named Alex Tanous who was 
this flamboyant psychic and ghostbuster. I was 
working towards a graduate degree in counseling 
at the University of Southern Maine’s Gorham 
Campus, and somebody told us that this man 
named Alex Tanous was giving a lecture on the 
meaning of color down our hall. I didn’t know who 
he was at the time, but I decided to go anyways. 
As I am walking down the hall—I was actually 
wearing a green dress just like Iris—I knew 
for a fact that he was going to single me out in 
some way. So, I stood in the back of this packed 
classroom and, within a minute, he was asking 
“the lady in the back with the green dress” to 
come forward, and he told me that green was the 
color of perception—just like Helen says to Iris. 
He told me that he knew that I had a good day 
the other day because I was wearing green. 

eDiteD For clarity anD length by Dylan gurrera

moniCA wood At worK. Photo: AAron flACKE.
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DG: I can’t believe that part of this play really 
did happen to you! Sally, I’d love to know 
more about what working on this play means 
to you.

Sally Wood (SW): Well, I am drawn to The 
Half-Light because Monica wrote it. I know her 
work has these relationships that I don’t think 
we would notice otherwise. What’s really lovely 
about this play is that it takes place on a college 
campus, but it doesn’t focus on the professors 
and the students—it’s about the staff that we 
don’t see. It’s so unexpected for us to see a 
play set on a college campus and not to see 
a single student on stage. Monica also tells 
beautifully complicated human stories. Much 
like in Papermaker (written by Monica Wood; 
directed by Sally Wood), we don’t have a villain or 
a hero—that’s not what life is like. We are all on 
this spectrum of good and evil. We all do things 
that horrify us, and we all do things that we are 
immensely proud of. When we worked on this 
play at Little Festival of the Unexpected, I noticed 
moment that were so transcending, and I think 
that’s because Iris is so unassuming—it feels 
like a play that tells us about how the meek shall 
inherit the earth.

DG: Sally, thank you for mentioning The 
Papermaker. I noticed that you both have a 
working relationship on developing Monica’s 
new plays; where we have both the director 
and the playwright present in the rehearsal 
room. I was wondering if you both could 
speak to a new play’s development process 
once it reaches rehearsals. What possibilities 
does it offer? Are there any challenges that 
you feel comfortable sharing?

SW: Anne Bogart says that we, as collaborators, 
need to disagree generously, and I think that both 
Monica and I do that—generously! We both fight 
for this story, even when it looks like we disagree 
with each other. When I make a suggestion, I 
know that I will either see it manifest in some new 
draft of a moment or that it will lead to some new 
understanding of the material already present. 
For example, if I find out that a particular moment 
is important to Monica, then I can begin to ask 
how we give that more support. I believe that 
my job on a new piece is to try to flesh out what 
Monica is saying as if Monica was not here. We, 
the director and the actors, will tell Monica exactly 
what we see on the page, and allow her to say 
whether that is what she wants from that moment 
or not. While we, in this room, are fortunate to 
have Monica here, that is not always the case. 
Through this kind of work, I hope that the edits 
we make in this room will help the next production 
give service to Monica’s intent. 

MW: I like working with Sally because she has a 
strong will, but not the gigantic ego that usually 
accompanies that. She is extremely generous in 
the room—and I have heard that’s not how every 
director works. As a writer, I have always had 
a great relationship with my editors, and I view 
Sally and the actors as my editors in this process. 
While it’s great to have all of these fresh ideas, it 
can be difficult to have nine editors in the same 
room. I am a slow writer but when I enter the 
rehearsal room, I have to be a very fast writer to 
keep up with what is going on. It can be stressful.

DG: I love that you both have such a profound 
respect for your own work as well as for each 
other’s work. I would love to know more about 
both of your paths to your respective crafts.

SW: I was never going to direct—ever! In my 
sophomore year of college, we had this dreadful SAlly wood in rEhEArSAl for PaPermaker.

Photo: AAron flACKE.
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sophomore review. I walked into this room with all 
my professors and they would give you feedback 
on your progress in the program and your viability 
in the industry. My professors either told me 
that I would never make it as an actor, that I 
should become a stage manager, or that I should 
become a director. I sat there and I thought, “over 
my dead body shall I ever direct anything ever.” 
Yet, when I finally gave it a chance, I found that it 
came more naturally to me. 

MW: I actually came to the professional writing 
world a little late. I have always written as a child, 
but, in my 20s, I had made a career as a high 
school guidance counselor. In my 30s, I was 
able to become more serious about my writing 
because I have a very supportive partner. I 
started writing novels, then I wrote a memoir…

SW: But you walked away from a day job. That’s 
still not an easy thing to do!

MW: I think that my situation made it an easier 
decision that it would have been for others. It still 
wasn’t easy, but I am glad that Dan, my partner, 
was there with me. I first caught the theater-bug 

when I heard the PS Affiliate Artists perform a 
reading from an excerpt of one of my novels. I 
think that my long standing relationship with PS 
helped my plays catch the express train to the 
Main Stage, and I feel incredibly lucky for that.

DG: Do you have and advice for other 
aspiring theater-makers, artists, and 
authors?

MW: For young creators, revision is the real work. 
First drafts are never perfect. This next piece 
is especially to our young writers: respect your 
apprenticeship. You do not have to be published 
at the age of twenty-five. You have to create your 
body of apprenticeship in order to understand the 
voice you want to have.

SW: Don’t stop. Do your work in some fashion. 
Even if it is just write something down or paint a 
picture once a year. Keep it going on whatever 
level you can and be willing to say that you are 
enough. I just get sad when I see great theater 
artists or writers just walk away from their practice 
completely because they can’t make it their full-
time career. Art rarely works as a full-time career.

moniCA & SAlly wood. Photo: lAurEn KEnnEdy.
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Lighting Up The Half-Light:
Interview with Lighting Designer, 

Bryon Winn

Jae-Yeon Yoo (JY): Can you briefly describe 
who you are and what your role in The Half-
Light has been?
Bryon Winn (BW): I am Professor of Design 
and Director of Theatre at the University of 
Iowa. I have designed lighting, media, and/
or scenery for hundreds of theatre, dance, and 
corporate events. This includes over 50 premiere 
productions of new plays. I am serving as the 
Lighting Designer on this production. If you 
include every iteration of A Christmas Carol, this 
is my 64th design for Portland Stage.

JY: What is your typical process of designing 
for a show?
BW: Typically, I start with reading the script and 
generating a list of questions about the play.
Some of these questions are related to major 
themes presented in the play and other questions 
are about how best to tell the story effectively. 
Next, I make a list of all the important potential 
lighting events in the play. I usually pay close 
attention to time-of-day information, weather 
conditions, and the various lighting sources 
indicated in the play. Sometimes the final 
design incorporates this information in a realistic 
manifestation, and sometimes it simply informs 
non-realistic choices. In fact, actual realism in 
a design would probably not be very effective 
in the theatre. For example, the “real” color of 

warm sunlight would most likely look very cool on 
stage and imply a bleak winter landscape. This 
preliminary document eventually becomes a cue 
sheet, which is the template for creating all of the 
lighting looks stored in the computer.

Phase two involves discussions with the director 
and scenic designer. Once I receive scenic 
drawings, I begin to create the Light Plot. This 
is a scaled drawing showing all of the lighting 
positions, lighting fixtures, channel assignments, 
color information, and any projected textures, in 
an overhead view. The Half-Light incorporates 
over 200 fixtures. Once in Portland, I watch a 
run-thru in rehearsal and take notes on actor 
positions, transition timing, sound events, 
and scenery locations. This is followed by a 
painstaking process of pointing all 200+ fixtures 
to specific areas on stage.

Phase three is an 80-hour process of putting 
the show together on stage over the course of 
a week. We work moment-by-moment through 
the show, developing the lighting looks for each 
scene and transitions. Each one of these lighting 
“cues” is stored in the computer and contains 
upwards of 400 “channels” of information, 
including intensity, LED color, and moving light 
locations. The computer is also storing timing 
information for crossfades between scenes, and 
each channel is capable of discrete timing. This 
process of technical rehearsals is a collaboration 
with the artistic and technical staff. It is not 
uncommon for directors to ask to see a variety 
of options in color and intensity, or decide to 
re-block a scene on a different part of the stage. 
Lighting can be responsive to these changes and 
the goal is to create a cohesive visual language.

JY: How does lighting design help tell the 
story of The Half-Light?
BW: The first goal of lighting is to tell you where 
to look. Lighting design is the equivalent of the 
camera in film. It provides focus, by increasing 
the intensity in the area of stage that is most 

eDiteD For clarity anD length by Jae-yeon yoo

Bryon winn.
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important in that moment. In this particular play, 
light is helpful in providing isolation between 
characters. Sometimes these are individuals 
in different locations, and other times there is 
something more disembodied taking place in 
the scene. Using scrims, we are able to shift 
the audience focus, with characters appearing 
and disappearing from view. This technique is 
useful in supporting the mysterious occurrences 
called for in the script. There are also scenes 
which toggle quickly between locations and the 
timing of light cues can support a rapid-fire series 
of events. Conversely, a long slow dissolve 
allows the audience an opportunity to reflect or 
resonate in a particularly moving moment, before 
transitioning to the next scene. Light can also be 
a useful tool in showing long passages of time. 
The script is full of descriptions of lighting events 
which serve to drive the unfolding of the story.

JY: Are there special lighting effects you’ll be 
using to represent the supernatural elements 
of Iris’s mystical “half-light” world? 
BW: Yes, there are a number of possibilities 
currently in discussion. Again, I think it will 
be evident in the way characters appear and 
disappear throughout the play. The idea of a 
veil is built into the scenic design and light is the 
element that reveals these moments. There are 
the obligatory flashes of light that we all expect 
in any ghost story. We have planned for the 
use of reflective surfaces to bounce light from 
unusual angles. I am confident that there will be a 
magical, sculptural lighting event within the play, 
but that will have to be a surprise. Typically, my 
intention is not to call attention directly to light 
in any of these scenes. Hopefully, light frames 
the action and pulls you into the story without 
you becoming conscious of the light. One of the 
rewarding experiences, when working on a new 
play, is that there is an opportunity for evolution 
throughout the process. We are not confined to 
decisions made in week one of a project, light is a 
very flexible medium and can be very responsive 
to changes in location or intention within a 
scene as writers, directors, and actors refine the 
language of the play.

JY: What got you interested in lighting?
BW: I don’t know of a time when I was not aware 
of light as an emotional force, and it is embedded 
in every memory. I am unconsciously looking at 
light all the time—sunrise, sunset, late afternoon, 

and the cascades of light and shadow from a 
sconce on the brick wall in bar. In my early years, 
I was very interested in time-based art and I 
started in the entertainment field by mixing audio 
for bands. I have always gravitated toward live 
performance; there is something very satisfying 
about working in an ephemeral form that is full 
of collaborative artists. I have been fortunate to 
work with other artists who have inspired me and 
have shaped the way I see the world. I continue 
to work in theatre because I enjoy engaging a 
community, sharing new perspectives, sharing 
thought provoking stories, and creating the 
environments for these ideas to unfold. 

JY: I know that you also teach lighting at the 
University of Iowa. Could you please speak a 
little about your experiences teaching? 
BW: Teaching requires that I share my 
experiences, and it also forces me continually 
reevaluate my own process. I strive to effectively 
communicate an idea or transform the 
perspective of a student—opening new pathways 
of discovery. The primary difference is that, with 
teaching, I have the opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of my approach and return the next 
day with a better tactic. The goals remain the 
same—what is the play about and how do we 
best tell this story to an audience.

Bryon winn'S lighting for a Christmas Carol 
(PortlAnd StAgE, 2016).
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Meet the Cast

Name: Wilma Cespedes-Rivera
Character: Teresa
Helen’s daughter wrestling with alcohol addiction 
and recovery. 

Name: Moira Driscoll
Character: Helen
Iris’s optimistic friend and colleague. She 
struggles to cope with her daughter’s addiction.

by Dylan gurrera

Name: Maggie Mason
Character: Iris
A modest college secretary training to see the 
ghosts haunting those around her.

Name: Brent Askari
Character: Andrew
An Irish literature professor in Iris’s office who 
searches for meaning and purpose after a 
personal tragedy.
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Alcoholics Anonymous 
Throughout The Half-Light, Teresa struggles 
with alcohol-use disorder and is a member 
of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). Alcoholics 
Anonymous is self-defined as an international 
fellowship of men and women who have had 
a drinking problem. Their primary purpose is 
“helping alcoholics achieve sobriety and then 
stay sober.” It is nonprofessional, self-supporting, 
apolitical, and available almost everywhere. 
There are no age or education requirements. 
There are no dues or fees, the only requirement 
for membership is a desire to stop drinking. 
 
AA had its beginnings in 1935 as the outcome 
of a meeting between former sufferers of 
alcohol abuse Bill Wilson, a stockbroker, and Dr. 
Bob, a surgeon. Though the name Alcoholics 
Anonymous had not yet been coined, these men 
made up the nucleus of the first AA group. Early 
in 1939, the group published its basic textbook, 
Alcoholics Anonymous. The text, written by 
Wilson, explained AA’s philosophy and methods, 
the core of which is the now well-known Twelve 
Steps of Recovery and Twelve Traditions. The 
200-word instruction set has since become the 
cornerstone of addiction treatment in this country. 
Some 1.2 million people belong to one of AA's 
55,000 meeting groups in the US, while countless 

others embark on the steps at one of the nation's 
11,000 professional treatment centers. Anyone 
who seeks help in curbing a drug or alcohol 
problem is bound to encounter Wilson's system. 
AA’s Twelve Steps are a group of principles, 
spiritual in nature, which, if practiced as a way of 
life, are believed to expel the obsession to drink 
and enable the sufferer to become “happily and 
usefully whole.” AA’s Twelve Traditions apply to 
the life of the fellowship itself. They outline the 
means by which AA maintains its unity, the way 
it lives and grows, and how it and relates itself to 
the outside world. 

There is evidence that a big part of AA's 
effectiveness may have nothing to do with the 
actual steps. It may derive from something 
more fundamental: the power of the group. Its 
importance is reflected by the fact that the more 
deeply AA members commit to the group, rather 
than just the program, the better they fare. In a 
study published last year in Alcoholism Treatment 
Quarterly, it was found that "participation in AA is 
associated with an increased sense of security, 
comfort, and mutuality in close relationships."

The purpose of all AA group meetings, as its 
preamble states, is for AA members to “share 
their experience, strength and hope with each 

AA Culture
by rebecca rovezzi

dr. BoB Smith & Bill wilSon, thE foundErS of AA.
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other that they may solve their common problem 
and help others to recover from alcoholism.” 
To this end, AA groups have both open and 
closed meetings. Closed meetings are for AA 
members only, while non-members may attend 
open meetings as observers. Whether open or 
closed, AA group meetings are conducted by 
AA members who determine the format of their 
meetings. Sponsorship responsibility is unwritten 
and informal, but it is another basic part of 
the AA approach to recovery. An AA member 
who has made some progress in the recovery 
program shares their experience on a continuous, 
individual basis with another member who is 
attempting to attain or maintain sobriety through 
AA as a source of constant support. Sponsorship 
can be a long-term relationship. 

AA filled a vacuum in the medical world, which 
—at the time of its beginning in the 1930s—had 
few answers for heavy drinkers. In 1956, the 
American Medical Association named alcoholism 
a disease, but doctors continued to offer little 
beyond the standard treatment that had been 
around for decades: detoxification in state 
psychiatric wards or private sanatoriums. AA 
members—who, as part of the Twelve Steps, 
pledge to help other alcoholics—appeared at 
hospital bedsides and invited the newly sober 
to meetings. After the Hughes Act was passed 
in 1970, insurers began to recognize alcoholism 
as a disease and pay for treatment. For-profit 
rehab facilities sprouted across the country, the 
beginnings of what would become a multibillion-
dollar industry. Today there are more than 13,000 
rehab facilities in the United States, and 70 to 
80 percent of them use the Twelve Steps model, 
according to Anne M. Fletcher, the author of 
Inside Rehab, a 2013 book investigating the 
treatment industry.

Al-Anon and Alateen 
Al-Anon/Alateen is a resource for anyone 
impacted by a relative or friend’s alcohol 
dependency, either currently or in the past. 
Both function similarly, but Alateen was created 
specifically for teenage members ages 13 to 
18. Support is provided through literature and 
meetings, where everything shared remains 
confidential, as well as the identities of those 
attending. The goal of the meetings is stated 
as “to learn how to change our reactions to the 
attitudes and behaviors that commonly occur 

in alcoholic relationships.” Literature is written 
by members and offers ideas on how to apply 
AA’s Twelve Step program to the lives of people 
who have been impacted by a friend or family 
member’s drinking problem. According to its 
website, Al-Anon can help members learn how 
to cope with the challenges of someone else’s 
drinking. At every Al-Anon and Alateen meeting, 
people explain how Al-Anon and Alateen worked 
for them, and how the programs' insights put 
them in a better position to play a positive role in 
their family or friend’s future.  

AA Doesn’t Work for Everybody 
We once thought about drinking problems in 
binary terms—you were an alcoholic or you 
weren’t—but experts now describe a spectrum. 
An estimated 18 million Americans suffer from 
alcohol-use disorder, as the latest edition of the 
American Psychiatric Association’s diagnostic 
manual, calls it. (The new term replaces the older 
terms “alcohol abuse” and the much more dated 
“alcoholism”, which has been out of favor with 
researchers for decades.) Only about 15% of 
those with alcohol-use disorder are at the severe 
end of the spectrum. The rest fall somewhere in 
the mild-to-moderate range, but they have been 
largely ignored by researchers and clinicians. 
Alcoholics Anonymous was originally intended 
for chronic, severe drinkers but its program has 
since been applied much more broadly. Today, 
for instance, judges routinely require people to 
attend meetings after a DUI arrest; fully 12% of 

thE logo for AA.
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AA members are there by court order. Hospitals, 
outpatient clinics, and rehab centers use the 
Twelve Steps as the basis for treatment. The 
Twelve Steps are so deeply ingrained in the 
United States that many people, including some 
doctors and therapists, don’t always consider 
other more individualized treatment options. 
There are alternatives, including prescription 
drugs and therapies, that aim to help patients 
learn to drink in moderation. 

Another issue that is often brought to light is 
AA’s view that counseling should be delivered 
by people who personally struggled with 
addiction, rather than by doctors and mental-
health professionals. The 2012 Columbia 
University report on addiction medicine 
found that only six states required alcohol- 
and substance-abuse counselors to have at 
least a bachelor’s degree and that only one 
state, Vermont, required a master’s degree. 

Fourteen states had no license requirements 
whatsoever—not even a GED or an introductory 
training course was necessary—and yet 
counselors are often called on by the judicial 
system and medical boards to give expert 
opinions on their clients’ prospects for recovery. 
No other area of medicine or counseling makes 
such allowances.

Despite all this, the Twelve Step model is 
shown to provide support, encouragement and 
accountability for people who genuinely want 
to overcome their addiction. The sponsorship 
model as well as regular meeting times 
encourage the kind of social support that has 
helped countless people maintain recovery. AA 
continues to this day to create a community for 
those in need of one.

AA mEEting in nEw yorK, in thE 1930'S.
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Teresa’s journey through addiction is not an 
isolated instance; addiction has reached a crisis 
level in the state of Maine. The US Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention reported that 
407 individuals died of drug-related overdoses 
in Maine from January 2017 through January 
2018; the drug Suboxone, which is used to treat 
opioid addiction, is the second most frequently 
prescribed drug in Maine; and New Englanders 
have some of the highest rates of binge-drinking 
in the entire country. These tragic numbers 
highlight Maine’s struggle with substance abuse, 
and the slow progress to advocate for those in 
need of recovery.
 
While drug-related incidents have persisted in 
Maine, the introduction of one specific drug led 
to an explosion in their prevalence. Around three 
years ago, fentanyl, a synthetic opioid, ferociously 
flooded Maine’s streets. One hundred times 
stronger than heroin—and cheaper to make—
fentanyl is the drug of choice for opioid dealers 
seeking to make larger profits because they 
can market it as other, more expensive drugs. 
According to Roy E. McKinney, the director of the 
Maine Drug Enforcement Agency, “[Fentanyl is] 
often sold as heroin or in place of heroin, often 
without a drug user’s knowledge.” Without the 
knowledge of what they bought, many people 
overdose on this powerful drug. Its potency is 
lethal; it takes only three milligrams to kill an 
average sized male adult. In 2017, fentanyl was 
responsible for 247 of the 407 overdose-related 
deaths in the state. 

Yet, why has the drug market exploded in these 
recent years? In years past, Maine saw a rise 
in the number of people abusing prescription 
opioids (like OxyContin) because of the liberal 
amounts the medical community had prescribed. 
Once medical officials determined that opiates 
were a problem, access to the drug nearly 
disappeared—but the hunger did not. According 
to McKinney, the rise in illegal drug use in Maine 
boils down to economics. There was a market 
of people struggling with addiction. Dealers 
discovered they could sell one gram of heroin in 
Maine for three times what they could in over-
saturated urban markets, like New York City.  

Even though drug use and its related health 
concerns are on a steady rise, people struggling 
with addiction face major roadblocks to recovery. 
Most medical treatments require a form of 
payment for their services, yet, in Maine, there is 
a documented connection between addiction and 
homelessness. If a large population of substance 
users cannot afford housing, how could we expect 
them to pay for a 30-day residential rehabilitation 
program which often cost somewhere between 
$6,000 and $20,000? While the Salvation Army 
Adult Rehabilitation Center in Portland does offer 
a free residential program, it only offers up 50 
beds—and it is not a co-ed program. In fact, the 
majority of Maine’s resources are male-specific 
programs, leaving women with even fewer 
opportunities for recovery.

Some choose Twelve Step programs like 
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and Narcotics 
Anonymous (NA) as free options to seek a sober 
life. The Big Book, AA’s official educational 
literature, shows that the program offers a way 
to change a person’s entire life rather than solely 
targeting the problematic behavior: “We are going 
to know a new freedom and a new happiness. 
We will not regret the past nor wish to shut the 
door on it. We will comprehend the word serenity 
and we will know peace.” These programs offer a 
community to inspire those who need support by 
giving each member a personal sponsor to inspire 
and coach them through the program's Twelve 
Steps to Recovery. 

Addiction and Recovery in Maine
by Dylan gurrera

PilE of uSEd hyPodErmiC nEEdlES 
(uSEd for drug injECtionS).
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However, while these programs continue to 
help thousands find their way to recovery, it 
is difficult to determine their effectiveness. 
Since these programs promise anonymity 
to their members, it is difficult for experts to 
study how these programs help or hinder a 
person’s ability to recover long-term. What 
we do have, though, are specific examples 
of flaws within these programs. Some of the 
outdated language in The Big Book (originally 
published in 1939), prescribes personal flaws 
to those who cannot find recovery through their 
program: “Those who do not recover [in AA] are 
people who cannot or will not completely give 
themselves to this simple program, usually men 
and women who are constitutionally incapable 
of being honest with themselves. There are 
such unfortunates. They are not at fault; they 
seem to have been born that way.” Yet, from 
the few published studies we do have on AA’s 
effectiveness, we can determine that it is 
highly probably that sobriety through AA is the 
outlier and that relapse is the trend. According 
to retired Harvard Medical School psychiatry 
professor, Lance Dodes, AA has a low success 
rate (between 5-8%), and that 9 of 10 who have 
tried AA as a treatment have left the program 
within 1 year. While this does work for some 
people, many need more structure than this 
program can offer.

With so few opportunities for recovery, people in 
recovery have opened sober living homes across 
the state to offer monitored living environments 

for those seeking rehabilitation. According to a 
recent survey conducted by the Bangor Daily 
News, there are 76 sober houses in Maine, with 
77% of them operating in Portland. The state 
government, however,  has taken little interest in 
this expanding market, and the Department of 
Health and Human Services (DHHS) has lobbied 
against a bill that would have regulated sober 
homes. Without government oversight, there is 
no official list of sober homes in the state, nor 
are there regulations ensuring the safety and 
effectiveness of their practices. Some homes 
offer only a bed, others offer structured programs, 
and a couple homes offer a professional staff; 
rent can range from $400 to several thousand 
dollars a month. There is no system to ensure 
the safety of tenants should the house foreclose; 
again, we see the trend of fewer homes for 
women. Yet, Bob Fowler, the executive director 
of Milestone (one of Maine’s two detox facilities) 
suggests a promising future: “The quality of the 
programs has varied substantially from house 
to house...They’ve become a tremendously 
important component in the system of care for 
people seeking recovery, and the next evolution 
is to find some opportunity for consistency and 
quality management of those programs.”

Addiction is a complicated and trying disease. 
Our state continues to struggle with how to cope 
and recover from its mighty lethal grasps. In spite 
of this, men and women like Teresa continue to 
bravely exorcise the haunting presence addiction 
holds over their lives. 

modErn-dAy AA mEEting.
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Stories of haunted happenings can be found in 
every corner of the Pine Tree State. Just ask horror 
writer and longtime Maine resident Stephen King, 
who chose to set many of his gruesome novels 
in fictional Maine towns peppered throughout 
the state. Maine has its share of commercially 
designed haunted houses and hayrides, but true 
devotees of the supernatural can seek out and visit 
many historically haunted destinations throughout 
the state. 

A Haunted Route
Legends of ghost sightings surround a rural 
road section in northern Maine that runs off 
U.S. Route 2. This isolated stretch of road can 
be treacherous in the winter months of New 
England and has one particularly sharp curve 
of nearly 90 degrees, making it the site of many 
fatal accidents. Known as Route 2A, this spooky 
stretch also runs through the Haynesville Woods. 
One story involves a mysterious lady who 
suddenly appears out of nowhere walking along 
the road. Since she seems to have difficulty 
walking, some people offer her a ride. When she 
enters the vehicle, the driver feels a sudden chill. 
She states that she and her new husband had 
been in a car accident and needed assistance. 
Then the lady reportedly vanishes at the end of 
Haynesville Woods. The apparition is believed 
to be that of a newly married woman who was 
traveling with her husband down this route. 
When their car hit a utility pole, her husband died 
instantly, but she managed to escape from the 
car, only to lie in the snow and die of hypothermia. 

The other most commonly mentioned experience 
involves that of a female child. Much like the 
reports of the newlywed lady, she is seen walking 
along the roadside and offered a ride by some, 
only to seemingly disappear after a short time. 
Some locals say it is the ghost of a young girl 
who was fatally killed by a tractor trailer while 
walking along Route 2. While this exact story has 
not been confirmed, town records do reveal that 
two females who were ten years of age both died 
in Haynesville on August 22nd, 1967. Whether or 

by rebecca rovezzi

Ghosts of Maine
not this incident could be related to the sightings 
of the young apparition on Route 2 is not clear. 
One thing that is for certain is that this rural 
stretch of road has gained the reputation as being 
one of the most haunted places in Maine due to 
the numerous reports of seemingly paranormal 
activity made by many individuals who still travel 
along this isolated stretch of road.

The Ghost of Goose River Bridge 
During the Revolutionary War, the town of Goose 
River, known today as Rockport, played an active 
role. It was the frequent site of raids by British 
soldiers looking for cattle and guns. It was also 
the scene of brutal guerilla warfare as the local 
people often fought back against the invaders. 
Before the war’s end, the town had been pillaged 
and burned by the Redcoats, so in 1783, when 
the Treaty of Paris was signed and the war ended 
with an American victory, the people of Goose 
River decided to celebrate.

The biggest party was said to have been 
thrown by the enthusiastic patriot William 
Richardson, complete with feasting and barrels 
of ale. He made it a point to make the rounds 
of the party with pitchers in hand, making sure 
that everyone’s cup overflowed. Richardson 
wandered off from the party, walking through 
the streets of town, offering beer. The road took 
him down to the bridge and this is where the 
story becomes contested. Some believe that 

thE gooSE rivEr BridgE, 2019.
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Richardson fell of the bridge to his death in a 
drunken stupor, while others favor a more violent 
version. Some say that he met three horsemen 
and offered them his pitcher of ale, not realizing 
they were Tories, or British sympathizers. One of 
the men struck Richardson on the head with the 
butt of a rifle and then rode off, leaving him to 
die on the bridge.

The town has since been renamed and the old 
bridge across the river has been replaced, but 
many believe Bill Richardson never left. The local 
people call him "Pitcher Man." He has reportedly 
frightened dozens of witnesses over the years, 
not by brandishing a weapon or even being 
particularly threatening but by trying to offer them 
a drink. Stories include people being approached 
by him while walking at night, or having Bill thrust 
his pitcher into open car windows. Whatever the 
reason that Bill lingers behind, he has seemed to 
hold on to his good spirits. 

Charles Q. Clapp House
The Clapp house is a Greek revival-style house 
built by Charles Clapp in mid-1800s Portland. 
The house is rumored to be haunted by Captain 
Asa Clapp, Charles’s father and one of the most 
powerful ship- and house-builders in Maine at the 
time of his death in 1848. The haunting reportedly 
began in the 1920s, when Asa’s wife died. In 
her will, she requested that the family’s beautiful 

mansion be torn down, and that a marker be 
placed over the land and never used. She 
believed that her ghost would be trapped in this 
world if any of her material possessions remained 
behind. Though her wish was granted, some have 
suggested that Asa Clapp returned to guard what 
belongings the family has left, including his son’s 
home, the Clapp house.

The Charles Q. Clapp House can be found near 
the corner of Spring Street and High Street. It 
sits next to a well-preserved brick mansion, the 
McLellan House. Both of these historic homes 
are part of the Portland Museum of Art, and Asa 
Clapp is said to walk the halls of both properties. 
His apparition is reported to have been sighted, 
and his presence felt in the form of cold spots and 
the sound of footsteps. 

There have also been reports of an unidentified, 
distressed female entity haunting the Clapp House. 
When sighted, the apparition has been described 
wearing a long, flowing dress, and there have been 
many reports of her cries being heard from several 
parts of the home. People speculate that she is a 
member of the Clapp family or Asa’s wife, grieving 
the loss of a family member or another tragedy 
she never moved on from. If the spirit is indeed 
Asa's wife, some even think she is upset over the 
renovations done on the house since her death.  

thE ChArlES Q. ClAPP houSE.

Other Reportedly Haunted Spots:
 

The Ghost Ship of Casco Bay 
The Ghost Dog of Loon Pond, Acton

The City Theater, Biddeford 
The Wood Island Lighthouse, Saco Bay 

Maine State Prison, Thomaston 
The Strand Cinema, Skowhegan 
Mount Hope Cemetery, Bangor 

The Western Cemetery, Portland 
Lake George Regional Park West, 

Skowhegan 
Carriage House Inn, Searsport
Museums of Old York, Old York
The Kennebec Arsenal, Augusta
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Isaac Black, Iris’s recently deceased psychic 
mentor, is not the only person Andrew from The 
Half-Light might describe as having “black eyeliner, 
a weird accent, pushing eighty, and looking like 
a demented raccoon.” Until his death in 1990, a 
nationally-known psychic walked the streets of 
Portland, Maine, with dark, black eyeliner and a 
thick Lebanese accent—his name was Alexander 
Tanous. While Monica Wood studied at University 
of Southern Maine’s Gorham campus, his lecturing 
series on paying profound attention led to a 
chance encounter between the two, and presented 
a tantalizing opportunity for Monica: to write The 
Half-Light.

Born in Van Buren, Maine, in 1926, Alexander’s 
supernatural gifts were of no great shock to his 
parents, who were both psychics; it was foreseen 
that he would be a man of exceptional abilities. “You 
will have a son,” Kahlil Gibran counseled Alex’s 

father, “A man of exceptional gifts, of great abilities—
but also a man of great sorrows.” Alex’s family 
of psychics encouraged him to grow his psychic 
abilities after he first displayed his psychic powers 
at the young age of 18 months old. During his 
childhood, when Alex was not accurately predicting 
the deaths of loved ones or friends, he observed 
his father working with clients or devoted himself to 
studying his Catholic faith. 

While his Catholic faith led him to discover saints 
with similar abilities, the Catholic belief that 
ordinary people using magic is a sin led him to 
stray away from his gifts. As a young adult, Alex 
packed his bags to head to Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina, to join the armed forces in World War 
II. While the war itself wreaked havoc on the 
bodies of men around him, Alex’s psychic abilities 
wreaked havoc on his mind—foreseeing the 
deaths of his comrades was a personal anguish.
 
After serving his country, Alex dedicated himself 
to his studies at Stonehill College to eventually 
become a priest. This path, however, was not 
straight and narrow. His abilities brought the 
attention of those in the classroom as well as 

Psychic Inspiration: Alex Tanous

AlEx tAnouS.

by Dylan gurrera

tAnouS'S ArtworK, from thE 1970S.
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the administration. As a private Catholic college, 
Stonehill's faculty agreed with the Christian Bible's 
condemnation of magic. However, Alex eventually 
earned his degree at Boston College in 1958 
and went on to get his doctorate in philosophy 
at Fordham University. By the time of his death, 
Alex had earned multiple degrees including an 
MA in philosophy from Boston College in 1960; 
an MA in Sacred Sciences and PhD work at 
Fordham University; an MS Ed Counseling from the 
University of Maine in 1973; and a Doctor of Divinity 
from the College of Metaphysics in Indiana in 1965.

From 1960 until around 1970, believing that the 
Catholic faith condemned his supernatural gifts, 
Alex continued to teach theology. However, in the 
the 1960s, the Catholic Ecumenical Council issued 
the doctrine of conscience, declaring that “man 
has the right to act in conscience and in freedom 
so as personally to make moral decisions.” This 
doctrine allowed Alex the freedom to pursue 
actions that he believed were morally correct—
including the use of his supernatural abilities.

Now following his true path, Alex dedicated 
himself to the scientific study of the paranormal. 
From 1968 until the time of his death, he was 
the American Society of Psychical Research 
(ASPR)’s leading “gift” subject in a number of 
experiments. ASPR claims to have documentation 
of Alex’s many gifts including astro-projection 
(a willful out-of-body experience that allows the 
consciousness to travel freely away from the 
body), bilocation (the ability to be in two places 
simultaneously), extrasensory perception (also 
known as a sixth sense), psychometry (the ability 
to discover facts about a person or event by 
touching an inanimate object said person had 
contact with), teleportation (the ability to appear 
in a different location without actually travelling), 
faith-healing (using gestures and prayers to 
inspire divine intervention over a person’s life), 
communication with ghosts, solidifying light, and 
projecting his thoughts on a screen. Alex applied 
these gives to the diagnosis and treatments of 
disorders at a psychiatric clinic in Pennsylvania 
and to studies of Psychic Healing conducted at 
McGill University in Canada.

His reputation as a gifted psychic led to media 
coverage, television shows, documentaries, 
and many invitations to lecture at universities, 
including the University of Southern Maine. He 
was also the author of several books, including 
Beyond Coincidence, and Understanding 
and Developing Your Child’s Natural Psychic 
Abilities—perhaps inspiring young psychics 
understand their potential, just like how Isaac 
Black helps Iris understand and develop her own 
natural psychic abilities in The Half-Light.CovEr of tAnouS'S BooK.

Shot of tAnouS from hiS digitizEd lECturE 
SEriES, "my PSyChiC journEy."
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In The Half-Light, Iris and Andrew recite a poem 
together from Andrew’s syllabus by William Butler 
Yeats, a famous Irish poet. The short, eight-line 
poem above could be interpreted as the mystical 
essence of The Half-Light, with similar themes of 
dreams, half-formed wishes, and grief that flicker 
in and out throughout The Half-Light ’s narrative. 
With this in mind, it is fitting that Yeats himself 
had a long, complex, and extremely involved 
history with mysticism and the supernatural. 

Yeats was a part of numerous mystical groups 
throughout his life, which had a significant 
influence on his poetry. Although Yeats’s 
mysticism took many forms throughout his 
career—much like his poetry—it focused on 
ritualistic magic, communication with the dead, 
mediums, Oriental philosophies, the supernatural, 
and reincarnation. Yeats was not brought up in 
a spiritual household; his father was a religious 
skeptic. Because of this, according to Yeats 
biographer Roy Foster, Yeats grew up wanting 
to find something to believe in and sought out 
other means of connecting with the spirit world. 
Additionally, Yeats’s involvement in the occult 
was deeply entangled with the women that 
influenced and inspired his literary work—the 
great love of his life, Maud Gonne, and his 
wife, Georgiana Hyde-Lees. Both Gonne and 
Hyde-Lees were equally entrenched in various 
spiritual movements. For Yeats, his female 
muses, mysticism, and literary work were often 
inextricably connected. 

In Yeats’s times, mysticism was soaring in popularity 
across the globe. Yeats was first introduced to 
mysticism at the Metropolitan School of Art in 
Dublin, where he attended college. George Russell, 
another poet, artist, and fellow student, gave Yeats 
a copy of Esoteric Buddhism by A. P. Sinnett. 
Russell and Yeats would go on to jointly found the 
Dublin Lodge of the Hermetic Society in 1885. Maud 
Gonne, Yeats’s artistic muse and unrequited love, 
was also an active member of this organization. 

In 1887, Yeats personally met up with the founder 
of the Theosophical Society, Madame Helena 
Blavatsky, in London. The Theosophical Society 
was formed in 1875; it too was inspired by Sinnett’s 
book on Buddhism. The Society’s foundation was 
allegedly based off of religious and philosophical 
texts from all over the world. Those who pursued 
theosophy—which literally translates as “god 
wisdom”—would study texts like the Quran and the 
Old Testament, as well as exploring someone’s 
connection with the occult and measuring their 
psychic ability. Madame Blavatsky claimed to have 
learned of a “Secret Doctrine” via telepathy and 
was responsible for distributing this wisdom with the 
world. However, she was later revealed as a fraud, 
with various set-up contraptions that were used to 
fool her followers. 

“Of Night and Light and the Half Light”: 
W. B. Yeats and Mysticism

by Jae-yeon yoo

williAm ButlEr yEAtS.

Aedh Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven

Had I the heavens’ embroidered cloths, 
Enwrought with golden and silver light,    
The blue and the dim and the dark cloths    
Of night and light and the half light,    
I would spread the cloths under your feet: 
But I, being poor, have only my dreams;
I have spread my dreams under your feet; 
Tread softly because you tread on my dreams.

                                         - W. B. Yeats, 1899
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The Dublin Lodge of the Hermetic Society 
(Yeats’s college spiritual group) became the Irish 
branch of the Theosophical Society, which was 
a worldwide movement at that time. Yet, despite 
being very involved with this Irish branch, Yeats 
was expelled from the group in 1890—for reasons 
still not completely clear to outsiders. Most 
believe that it was because Madame Blavatsky 
was not pleased with Yeats’s fascination with 
practical magic and his various experiments. One 
such attempt sought to recreate an eighteenth-
century astrology experiment by placing flower 
ashes under a bell jar in moonlight, then trying to 
sight the flower’s “ghost” above the ashes. 

His departure from the Theosophical Society 
did not deter Yeats from his quest to find out 
more about the supernatural. By 1890, he had 
also joined the Hermetic Order of the Golden 
Dawn, of which his great love Maud Gonne 
was also a member of. Yeats’s biography on 
Poetry Foundation describes this as “a secret 
society that practiced ritual magic [which] offered 
instruction and initiation in a series of ten levels, 
the three highest of which were unattainable 
except by magi (who were thought to possess 
the secrets of supernatural wisdom and enjoy 
magically extended lives). Yeats was fascinated 
by the possibility of becoming a magus, and he 
became convinced that the mind was capable 
of perceiving past the limits of materialistic 
rationalism. Yeats remained an active member of 
the Golden Dawn for 32 years, becoming involved 
in its direction at the turn of the century and 
achieving the coveted sixth grade of membership 
in 1914, the same year that his future wife, 

Georgiana Hyde-Lees, also joined the society.”

Yeats’s marriage with Georgiana “George” Hyde-
Lees would continue to deepen his relationship 
with the occult. Shortly after their wedding in 1917, 
George began experimenting with “automatic 
writing,” a psychic phenomenon in which someone 
produces written work without conscious effort. 
Yeats (and other spiritualists) believed that 
this kind of writing becomes the vessel for the 
“subconscious” or something from the spirit 
world. George’s automatic writing sessions laid 
the groundwork for Yeats’s book of theories, A 
Vision, which outlined his intricate system of 
beliefs regarding spirituality, fate, the human soul, 
and reincarnation. These theories significantly 
influenced his later work as a poet and novelist. 
Whether through theosophy, automatic writing, or 
a devised spiritual system of reincarnation, Yeats 

remained invested in spiritualism throughout his 
life. Poet Kathleen Raine, who was herself deeply 
influenced by Yeats’s work, remarks that “[for 
Yeats,] magic was not so much a kind of poetry as 
poetry a kind of magic, and the object of both alike 
was evocation of energies and knowledge from 
beyond normal consciousness.” The old idea of 
“words as magic” certainly takes on a whole new 
layer, when we think about the intertwined roles of 
mysticism and poetry in Yeats’s life!

"A grEAt whEEl," in yEAtS'S a Vision, 
illuStrAtion By Edmund dulAC

mAdAmE hElEnA BlAvAtSKy.
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1. The Half-Light incorporates many different design elements which all work together to create the 
finished product. On a piece of paper, create your own lighting, costume, or scenic design for this show. 
What elements would you keep from Portland Stage’s production? What would you change? 

2. The Half-Light covers many intense and sensitive topics such as depression, grief, loss of a loved 
one, and addiction. What responsibility do we have to tell these types of stories? How can we write 
about these heavy topics while maintaining care and consideration towards those who relate deeply 
with these issues? In small groups, brainstorm ways in which we can tell these stories while remaining 
conscious of those who experience them. Share your ideas with the class.

3. In The Half-Light, Iris feels like a fraud when she cannot see spirits despite many attempts at 
communicating with them. However, the people who she is attempting to help still feel as though she 
has helped them, even though she admits that she cannot talk to the spirits. How can we help people 
simply by showing up for them in their time of need? Think about a time in your life when your presence 
has helped someone get through a situation. How did your presence help them? Write a short essay 
about your experience and what you learned from it, as well as how you could apply those same ideas 
to other situations in the future. 

4. Many people doubted Iris’s abilities, including Iris herself, but she refused to give up trying, even 
when it seemed like she wasn’t getting anywhere. Think about a time in your life where you have felt 
stuck, but persevered and made it through. What strategies did you use to overcome your problem? 
Write a letter to your past self that includes the wisdom you have gained by persevering and seeing the 
challenge through.

5. The Half-Light is a very emotional play, and can spark many thoughts and interests in the minds of 
the audience members. How do you feel after seeing this show? On a piece of paper, express how 
you’re feeling after seeing the play. This can be anything you want it to be: a collage, a word map, song 
lyrics that come to mind, colors, or shapes—anything that this play makes you think of. Reflect on how 
you felt before, during, and after the performance. 

Post Show Activities

"thE night hAS gonE," PAinting By jACK yEAtS (w. B. yEAtS'S BrothEr).

by Paige Farley & emily lawrence
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Throughout our history as a species, humans 
have been fascinated with death and the question 
of what happens to us when we die. Every 
major civilization has created belief systems that 
attempt to explain and understand what happens 
after death—whether or not we go to some sort of 
afterlife, whether there are powerful beings that 
dictate where we go when we die, etc. One such 
attempt to explain what happens to our spirits 
after our mortal bodies expire came in the form of 
spiritualism. First established in the mid-1800s in 
America, spiritualism is the belief that spirits roam 
the Earth alongside us, and we can communicate 
with those spirits if we would like to, specifically 
through people known as mediums. Mediums 
bridge the gap between the living and the dead 
and claim to be able to speak to spirits who 
are nearby. Spiritualism was created in the late 
1840s, but reached a fever pitch after the Civil 
War, and then interest in spiritualism spiked again 
after World War I. 

Spiritualism got its official start in 1848 in 
Hydesville, New York, with the Fox sisters. Kate 
and Maggie Fox, both under the age of thirteen 
at the time, convinced their parents and their 
neighbors that the strange noises they heard in 
the basement was a ghost and, more importantly, 
that the sisters could understand what the ghost 
was saying. Through a system of knocks, they 
were able to convince their parents and eventually 
the town that they could communicate with spirits. 
The Fox sisters began to tour all over the country, 
doing public séances as well as private séances 
in the haunted homes of the wealthy. Though 
the Fox sisters encountered skeptics from the 
beginning, the skeptics weren’t loud or insistent 
enough to dampen their fame, and the Fox sisters 
refuted every claim of trickery by changing up 
their act and achieving the same result. 

In 1857, Maggie married Elisha Kent Kane, who 
convinced her to abandon spiritualism before his 
untimely death later that year. Maggie began a 
downward spiral and, in 1888, agreed to a tell-
all interview in which she exposed the sisters 

as frauds. She told the newspaper that as 
young girls, they thought it would be hilarious 
and harmless fun to pretend there was a ghost 
in the house that they could speak to. She 
claimed they tied an apple to a string to make the 
thumping noises, with the only intention being 
to frighten their parents. Then, as they rose to 
fame, they learned how to make the sounds with 
the popping of their joints and ligaments, which 
allowed them to show the audience their hands 
while still controlling the noises. Maggie hoped 
that this interview would catapult her back into 
the limelight, and it did for a while, but it was 
ultimately the downfall of the Fox sisters, who 
were forever cast in a shadow of doubt from that 
point forward. 

Spiritualism in America: 
A History of Mediums

by emily lawrence

thE fox SiStErS.
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Though the Fox sisters ended their lives in ruin, 
they did not manage to take down spiritualism 
along the way. In the 1850s, another family rose 
to fame thanks to spiritualism: the Davenport 
brothers. The Davenport brothers went above and 
beyond the tricks pulled off by the Fox sisters, 
using ropes and hidden supports to make objects 
levitate, appear, disappear, and make doors open 
and close onstage. Audience members also 
claimed they felt ghostly hands on their shoulders 
and saw musical instruments fly through the air 
over their chairs. The Davenport brothers enjoyed 
great fame until 1877, when William Davenport, 
the younger of the two brothers, passed away 
suddenly. Their abilities were never debunked 
until Ira Davenport, the other of the two, revealed 
the secret of their act to Harry Houdini, who was 
fascinated with the showmanship involved in their 
act. Ira told Houdini how they filled the audience 
with friends and accomplices, how they used 
elaborate pulley systems, and how they used the 
power of suggestion to convince the audience 
that they were seeing and experiencing things 
that didn’t and couldn’t possibly exist. 

After working with Ira Davenport and discovering 
how easy it was to produce tricks to fool 
audiences, Houdini became bitter towards 
mediums and made it one of his life goals to seek 
them out and expose them as the frauds that they 
were. His first target was Eva Carriere, a medium 
known for expelling ectoplasm from her body. 
Ectoplasm was supposedly the essence of spirits, 
but Houdini discovered that most of what Carriere 

expelled was muslin, cotton, or other such thin 
materials that, combined with low lighting and 
the power of performance, looked ethereal and 
ghostly. Carriere’s ultimate downfall came when 
she allowed herself to be photographed during 
her act. Once the images surfaced, critics were 
able to determine that the mysterious faces that 
appeared in her ectoplasm were actually just 
washed-out images from French magazines. 

Houdini exposed many mediums throughout his 
life, with the last being Mina Crandon. Mina, or 
Margaret as she was sometimes referred, gained 
great fame by performing seances in Boston, 
Massachusetts, which included all the usual 
tricks of the trade—tipping over tables, producing 
ectoplasm, having bells ring when there was no 
one around, etc. In 1923, Houdini joined a panel 
that was determined to find a true medium. They 
offered a prize of $5,000 to the medium that 
was able to convince them. Crandon was their 
prime candidate, and most of the panel was quite 
convinced of her honesty. But Houdini wasn’t 
convinced—he attended her seance and sat on 
stage with her, with their legs and hands touching. 
Through this experience, he was able to feel her 
tiny movements, manipulating the props under the 
table. He declared her a fraud, and although the 
rest of the panel was unconvinced, she never won 
the prize money; the panel was split for so long 
that they called the contest off, declaring no one 
as the winner. She maintained her authenticity 
until her death in 1941, though her reputation had 
been thoroughly ruined by that time. 

Print of thE dAvEnPort BrothErS & thEir triCKS (1869).
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Spiritualism in the 1950s and 1960s started to 
focus less on dark, mysterious rooms where 
séances were held, and more on “channeling.” 
The idea behind channeling was that rather 
than communicating through tapping tables and 
through knocking over furniture, spirits could 
actually communicate through mediums as 
though speaking through a radio. This launched 
spiritualism into the late 20th and early 21st 
century, and is still a common way of describing 
mediums today. 

readings in which she delivers messages from 
deceased loved ones of the people she is 
reading. Although many skeptics have debunked 
her methods, claiming that she is no more than 
an expert at reading body language and picking 
up on clues, she is still popular to this day, with 
her television show currently in its 13th season. 

The surge in spiritualism’s popularity after the 
Civil War and then again after World War I had 
a lot to do with the sheer number of people 
who died in those wars. The Civil War was the 
bloodiest war in American history, with over 
600,000 causalities. More people knew someone 
who had met an untimely end than ever before, 
and they sought comfort with those who could 
communicate with those spirits. In times of peace, 
mediums weren’t in as high demand as they 
were immediately after a major war. However, by 
World War II, largely thanks to Houdini, mediums 
weren’t taken as seriously, and people found 
other ways to cope with their grief.

While spiritualism comes in different forms today 
than it did in the late 1800s, it’s easy to see that 
it is still very much a part of our culture and our 
shared experience. Whether mediums are telling 
the truth or are full of tricks and nonsense, we’ll 
leave that up to you to decide. But one thing is 
undeniable: mediums and their performances still 
capture the interest and imaginations of people 
throughout America and the world. 

thE long iSlAnd mEdium, thErESA CAPuto.

hArry houdini, mEdium-SKEPtiC.
Though spiritualism isn’t the hot craze it was 
back in the late 1800s, mediums are still 
around today. John Edwards is one example of 
a modern-day medium, as is the Long Island 
Medium, Theresa Caputo. John Edwards tours 
the country doing readings, and even had his 
own TV show for a while in the early 2000s. He 
claims to hear impressions of sounds rather 
than a clear voice. He claims that he doesn’t 
see or hear spirits in a traditional sense, but 
rather gets impressions from them, like sensing 
the subtext behind what someone is saying. 
He has written many books and made his living 
off of doing readings, much like the Fox sisters 
and Davenport brothers of the 1800s. Theresa 
Caputo has also made a name for herself in 
the world of spiritualism, and thanks to the 
popularity of her show, The Long Island Medium, 
she has written several books and even has 
a jewelry line. She claims that she used to be 
able to see and hear ghosts as clearly as if they 
were flesh and blood, but as she has aged she 
has learned to refine the gift so she only gets 
impressions and hears snippets of words. She 
has made her fame off of public and private 
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“Helen, he looked like a husk,” Iris says about 
a grieving Andrew in The Half-Light, after the 
sudden death of his wife and children. Grief, 
loneliness, and emotional recovery are driving 
forces in this play—as they often are in the history 
of humankind. Most human beings experience 
the loss of a loved one some point in their lifetime; 
sadness and death are universal themes. Is there 
a science to predict and diagnose such intense 
emotional experiences? Although mourning has 
been around as long as the history of humankind, 
the study around the science of grief is a relatively 
new field. Today, with the advent of advanced 
technology that allows us to find out more about 
the inner workings of a brain and neural networks, 
scientists and psychologists alike are continuing 
to make new discoveries and conjectures about 
human grief. Here below are three well-known 
theories about grief. 

Kübler-Ross’s Stages of Grief
The five stages of grief is perhaps the most popular 
way of how we, as a society, thinks grief should 
function. This cycle was developed by Elisabeth 

Kübler-Ross, a Swiss-American psychiatrist, 
and outlined in her book, On Death and Dying 
(published 1969). It is most commonly associated in 
how to deal with death, but it can be applied to all 
kinds of grief—whether that is a terminal illness of a 
family member or a rejection letter for a job. 

Denial – This is the stage where people 
consciously or unconsciously refuse to accept 
the facts of the situation. It is also what we 
view as a “defense mechanism,” a way to cope 
with traumatic events or information by not fully 
processing them. A summarizing phrase of this 
state could be: “no, not me.”

Anger – This stage can take form in many ways, 
often stemming from a great sense of injustice that 
grievers have to deal with this tragedy, whatever 
it may be; “why me?” is the reoccurring question. 
Some people start lashing out at close ones as 
a way to handle their grief. Others feel intense 
frustration towards themselves, or, in the case of 
some deaths, at the deceased. 

Bargaining – This is when grievers start 
bargaining with others—whether that is God, a 
higher spiritual power, those in charge (like hospital 
staff), or themselves—in an effort to delay their 
grief. People start promising to be a better person, 
donate their kidneys, or whatever else they feel 
is appropriate to gain a little more time or control. 
However, such promises are rarely kept and 
grievers will keep bargaining for more—even if 
bargaining may be objectively futile. The question 
of “why me?” from the angry phase changes to a 
pleading “yes, me, but…” 

Depression – When the bargaining idea of “but” 
drops off to leave grievers with just “yes, me,” they 
usually enter into depression. This is the stage 
that is most commonly portrayed in the media as 
“grief.” Kübler-Ross defines depression as having 
two different states: one in which the griever is 
constantly moved to tears, especially when talking 
about their emotional state, and one in which the 
griever is quiet, emotionally numb, and apathetic. 

Acceptance – This final stage is usually the 
end result of having processed one’s grief. 

The "Science" of Grief
by Jae-yeon yoo

EliSABEth KűBlEr-roSS.

“The reality is that you will grieve forever. You 
will not ‘get over’ the loss of a loved one; you 
will learn to live with it. You will heal and you 
will rebuild yourself around the loss you have 
suffered. You will be whole again but you will 
never be the same. Nor should you be the 
same nor would you want to.” 

- Elisabeth Kübler-Ross and David Kessler
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Acceptance does not mean that the griever is 
now happy; it simply means that they are not 
terrified anymore of what is to come. Kübler-Ross 
makes sure to distinguish between resignation 
and acceptance. Resignation, according to her, 
is a sign of defeat, whereas acceptance is a calm 
readiness for whatever may happen next. 

While the five stages of grief is the model that 
is commonly depicted in media, many have 
expressed concerns about the validity of this 
system. Rather than viewing the five stages as a 
linear model, Kübler-Ross’s collaborator, David 
Kessler, urges us to think of the stages as “tools to 
help us frame and identify what we may be feeling. 
But they are not stops on some linear timeline in 
grief. Not everyone goes through all of them or in 
a prescribed order.” Kessler emphasizes that the 
Kübler-Ross stages of grief “were never meant 
to help tuck messy emotions into neat packages. 
They are responses to loss that many people 
have, but there is not a typical response to loss as 
there is no typical loss.” 

Despite the criticism it has undergone, the Kübler-
Ross system has been an influential model in 
the study of grief, and it may still be helpful in 
identifying commonly recurring elements of grief. 

Bowlby’s Four Phases of Grief
Published the same year as Kübler-Ross’s theory, 
psychologist John Bowlby’s phases of grief also 
seeks to find a pattern. Bowlby’s phrases are:

Shock and Numbness – A phase that takes 
place immediately follows the tragic event. 
The griever feels emotional numbness, something 

that Bowlby describes as a survival technique to 
endure the immediate aftermath. 

Yearning and Searching – This is the phase filled 
with overwhelming emotions, ranging from anger 
to confusion to anxiety, as the griever actively 
searches for something to fill the emptiness they 
feel from their loss. 

Disorganization and Despair – Similar to Kübler-
Ross’s state of depression, this is when the griever 
recognizes the full impact of the loss, experiences 
feelings of hopelessness, and often withdraws 
from social interaction. 

Reorganization and Recovery –Again similar to 
Kübler-Ross’s stage of acceptance, this final phase 
is when the griever begins to resume “normal” life. 
There is a new focus on positive memories, versus 
the grief of the loss. 

Freud’s Model of Bereavement
In his 1917 publication, Mourning and Melancholia, 
famous psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud described 
his idea of grief and how it functions. Freud 
takes a slightly different stance on grief; rather 
than analyzing the process of it in stages, as 
Kübler-Ross and Bowlby do, he centers his 
analysis around the bonds of human attachment. 
Freud’s version of grief is about mourning the 
lost connections, the tragedy of de-attachment. 
He believes that the process of mourning ends 
when the griever re-invests their previous 
attachment to a new object of affection. Freud’s 
theory on mourning has been critiqued for being 
entirely subjective, and was amended by Freud 
himself in a later publication (The Ego and the 

john BowlBy.

Sigmund frEud.
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Id, published 1923, where Freud states that the 
state of grieving can be endless). However, many 
of Freud’s psychoanalytical theories continue to 
heavily influence modern-day psychiatry, and his 
1917 model of bereavement remains one of the 
pioneering theories for analyzing grief. 

Problems of Generalizing Grief
Yet, with all of these theories, it is vital to recognize 
that grieving is an extremely individualized 
process. Some people do not even necessarily 
go through a prolonged grieving process, or suffer 
from the type of depression that we typically 
associate with grief. As Scientific American 
reports, Columbia University conducted a survey 
about how the death of a spouse affected 
their partner. About 70% reported no signs of 
depression after the death, and many who did get 
depressed were able to recover within a period 
of six months. This does not mean that those 
who showed no typical signs of grief were not 
saddened by the loss of their partner; it is entirely 
possible to find that none of the above theories on 
grief to reflect someone’s personal experience. 

To further individualize the process, grieving can 
be interpreted in different ways, depending on 
someone’s culture or gender, amongst many other 
possible factors. For example, men and women 
are often expected to grieve differently within 

today’s American culture. As J. Janssen writes 
in Social Work Today, boys are indoctrinated to 
have a “stiff upper lip,” encouraged to be stoic, 
not vulnerable, in the face of tragedy. Girls, on 
the other hand, are expected to cry and have 
an emotional reaction. These social and cultural 
differences surrounding grief makes it even harder 
to analyze what exactly is someone’s reaction to 
tragedy (versus how society expects that particular 
someone to grieve). Many of the above theories 
have been critiqued for representing a selective 
Western view on grief. 

Rather than trying to form a hierarchy of theories 
about which one is “the” most accurate, the Mental 
Health Academy suggests viewing these models 
in conjunction with one another: “[These various 
theories] all understand grief to involve a painful 
emotional adjustment which takes time and cannot 
be hurried along. This appears to be universally 
true, although each person’s grief experience will 
be unique. Also, rather than being in contradiction 
to each other each theory helps to present a 
piece of the larger puzzle in the grief process 
demonstrating collectively that grief is a complex 
process that holds both universal characteristics 
and unique variations.” Ultimately, there is no 
singular “right” answer to be found about how grief 
works—even when it is scientifically examined.

A SAd Boy.
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“All that ‘higher power’…”: Many of AA’s steps 
refer to a “higher power” or to “God.”

Brooks Brothers: An upscale clothing line, where 
a white button-up dress shirt costs $98.00.

“I’m Catholic, [a belief in ghosts] is required”: 
Catholics believe in the existence of purgatory, where 
souls wander the earth to await final judgement. 
However, the Bible prohibits mediumship.

Lent: A 40-day season ending on Easter. Usually, 
believers give something up in addition to fasting.

Moonbat: A loony or lunatic

Psychic: A person who claims to use extrasensory 
perception to identify information hidden from 
the normal senses or who performs acts that are 
apparently inexplicable by natural laws.

Reorganization Committee: A university 
committee dedicated to finding a sustainable model 
for academic programming.

Standish: Located 21 miles northwest of Portland, 
ME, Standish is one of the geographically largest 
communities in Maine.

Sunflower: Because of its bright yellow 
petals, also called “rays”, sunflowers have an 
unmistakable sun-like appearance and are 
believed to bring joy to those who receive them.  

“The golden apples of the sun”: An excerpt 
from W. B. Yeats’s poem, "The Song of Wandering 
Aengus" which is about Aengus (Celtic God of 
Love) wandering his entire life in search for a 
"beautiful glittering girl."
              
Townie: Someone who has lived in a small town 
their entire life; it references their lack of familiarity 
with metropolitan lifestyles.

Glossary
by Dylan gurrera

ChErry BloSSomS.

SunflowErS.

PEoPlE At hAPPy whEElS.

Cherry blossoms: The beauty of cherry blossoms 
only lasts a week. 

Cryptozoology Museum: A museum claiming to 
display evidence of mythical creatures, such as the 
Loch Ness monster or Big Foot. The museum is 
located at Thompson's Point, Portland.

Filcher: Someone who takes something of little 
value in a secretive way.

Finnegan’s Wake: A novel by James Joyce.

“For someone who teaches Irish Lit, you’re 
surprisingly earthbound”: Much of Irish literature 
was influenced largely by folklore and mythology. 
Modern Irish literature, like Joyce, changed the course 
of modernism with their non-realistic styles. Helen is 
pointing out a contradiction in Andrew’s nature. 

Happy Wheels: A roller-skating rink in Portland.
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Maine has been an ideal place for vacations because 
of its natural beauty, coastlines, lighthouses, and 
lobster. But somehow, in literature, Maine ends 
up being the perfect setting for creepy situations. 
Perhaps it’s because of the natural wilderness, fog, 
small towns, and far-away islands that give it a sense 
of isolation. It is the least densely-populated state 
east of the Mississippi River. It also has 3,500 miles 
of coastline consisting of cliffs and large bodies of 
water. Maine’s setting is remote, which can create 
a spark for any scary story. So what was the first 
published novel published by a Maine author about, 
you ask? Was it about ships and fishing? Not quite, 
but if you guessed “spooky stuff” then you were right. 
The first novel published by a Maine author was Julia 
and the Illuminated Baron by Sally Sayward Barrell 
Keating Wood in 1800. The book concerned the 
French Revolution and the illuminati; it was always a 
dark stormy night in the book. Wood is considered to 
be the first Maine novelist and the first female writer 
of gothic fiction, which is categorized with elements of 
fear, gloom, death, and suspense. Since then, many 
authors, such as Sarah Orne Jewett and Stephen 
King, have been inspired by the dark corners, rocky 
cliffs, deep forests, and close-knit towns of Maine. 

Sarah Orne Jewett was a born in South Berwick, 
Maine in 1849. Jewett was a regional fiction writer 
who centered her novels on life in Maine. She started 
writing at a young age about ruined farms and 
shipless harbors. Her father was a country doctor 
and she would often go with him to see patients who 
inspired her characters. Jewett’s strength was not 
in plot development, but in character development 
and she always had a lead female character. Her 
short stories mirrored the everyday life of New 
Englanders, while also capturing the mysterious and 
supernatural elements of the region’s atmosphere. 
Jewett was interested in the supernatural and the 
afterlife. Jewett’s Lady Ferry: And Other Uncanny 
People is a collection of supernatural writings that 
travel back to the dark New England days and tell 
tales of witchcraft, a girl in search for unearthly 
enchantments, and even Death as a character who 
stays in a haunted house. All of the stories are rooted 
in New England and Jewett captures a way of life that 
was disappearing even as she was writing it. 

When discussing Maine’s literary heritage, it would 
be wrong not to talk about one of Maine’s most 
famous native-born writers, Stephen King. Born in 
Portland, Maine, and a graduate of the University 
of Maine in 1966, Stephen King settled in his home 
state for most of his life. His novels have been 
adapted into films such as It, Pet Sematary, The 
Shining, Carrie, and many more. The small-town 
community of Bangor inspired him, so he moved his 
family there in 1979. Bangor gave King a feeling that 
the town had some stories to tell, so he saw it fitting 
to start writing there. Even King’s house has an 
eerie gothic feel with its iron fence shaped into the 
appearance of spider webs and bats. 

Derry, the fictional town featured in many of King’s 
novels, is inspired by Bangor, the town he’s lived 
in since 1979. “Bangor is Derry,” King says. In one 
of King’s most popular novels, It, the Loser’s Club 
meets in the isolated “Barrens” to plot their plans. 
Sure enough, the Barrens in Bangor is a walking 
trail through the woods. Another town that inspired 
King is Orrington, located south of Bangor. King 
was renting a house with his family, and behind 
the house King discovered a pet cemetery, which 
sparked inspiration for King’s novel, Pet Sematary. 
The reason King spelled the title “Sematary” is 
because the sign he saw was written by a child. (It 
kind of makes it even more creepy, don’t you think?) 

Based off of King's novels and films, Maine can 
seem like a terrifying place. That is, unless you're a 
part of the writers' group, Horror Writers of Maine. 

Maine and Scary Stories:  
A Horrifying Combination 

by Paige Farley

StEPhEn King.
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What started off as a Facebook group is now an 
organization is made up of 80 writers who are 
inspired by the hidden shadowy corners and deep 
unknown woods of Maine. Writer Duane E. Coffill 
of Windham, who founded the group in 2012, said, 
“There’s just something scary about the woods, 
you don’t know what’s in there. The unknown is the 
scariest thing. I remember seeing ‘Jaws’ when I was 
a kid, and what was scary was that you didn’t know 
what was in the water... And there’s a lot of Maine 
that’s unknown, even today.” The group recently 
collaborated on their anthology Northern Frights: An 
Anthology by the Horror Writers of Maine, which is a 
collection of short stories by 23 Maine writers. Many 
writers take advantage of Maine’s spooky setting 
and send readers on terrifying journeys.

Maine has been a home for horror and suspense 
for over two centuries. The state is old and has a 
lot of history, some good and some wicked, which 
can spark inspiration for horror writers. Some stories 
of Maine’s dark history can be found in historical 
records, while others may just be legends. 

First Executions in Maine
Back in 1831, William Willis published a 900-page 
history of Portland. Willis wrote about three men who 
were executed in the city. In his book he claims that 
the first hangings in the United States happened in 
Maine in 1772, while other sources say that executions 
began in 1608. The first person to be executed in 
Maine was a man named Goodwin. He was accused 
of throwing a man overboard in Casco Bay. His 
execution was said to have been the largest gathering 
in the town of Portland. Many people wanted to 
witness the hanging that day. In 1790, the second man 
to be executed was Thomas Bird; his was the first 
death sentence handed down by a U.S. District Court 
judge under the U.S. Constitution. Bird was accused 
of murder and piracy when he killed a British victim on 
a ship on international waters. The third man executed 
in Portland was a blacksmith named Joseph Drew. 
Drew was hiding his friend, Quinby, from a deputy 
sheriff named Ebenezer Parker. When Parker arrived 
at Drew’s blacksmith shop Drew smashed a club over 
the deputy sheriff’s head, which resulted in a head 
injury that killed him a couple of days later. 

The Curse of the Saco River 
An urban legend in Maine is the Cursed River in 
Saco. It is said to be cursed by Chief Squando. In 
the summer of 1675, Squando's young wife and 
son were canoeing together in the river. Three 

white men came across the Native American 
mother and child and threw the child overboard, 
due to a rumor they had heard that Native 
American children could naturally swim at birth. 
The mother retrieved the child, but the child died 
a few days later. The grieving Chief Squando was 
enraged and cursed the river by commanding the 
spirits of the waters to take the life of three white 
men each year. It is said that his curse was fulfilled 
annually until 1940 when no drownings occurred in 
the river, but there are no statistics that prove that 
to be true. 

SACo rivEr.
The Sabattus Well Descent 
According to rural legend, a group of teenagers 
dared a friend to be lowered into an abandoned 
well behind an ancient barn in Sabattus. The boy, 
who was eager to impress his friends, agreed to 
be lowered into the well on a tire tied to a rope. 
His friends lowered him down into the well until he 
disappeared into the darkness. After his friends 
could no longer hear the boy and felt no movement 
from the rope, they decided to pull the boy back 
out of the well. When they pulled up the rope, it 
was no longer their friend sitting on the tire, but 
instead an old man with black, wild eyes trembling 
with fear. The boy was only down there for a 
few minutes, but somehow had aged decades. 
He never recovered from his madness and was 
said to shriek periodically in his county mental 
institution. 

There are many other stories and legends about 
Maine’s history and hauntings, like the ghost ship 
that sails Casco Bay, the screams overheard at 
Maiden’s Cliff, Acton’s ghostly pup, and countless 
more. Although Maine may have some dark history, 
vast foggy woods, and unknown places, the state 
still holds beauty and peace. It is the perfect spot 
for writers to delve into their imagination and create 
stories of love, betrayal, family, nature, and, no doubt, 
suspense and horror. 
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In The Half-Light, Iris and Andrew both work for 
the English department of a community college. 
Iris is the department coordinator; Andrew is 
a professor of Irish literature. Much of the play 
takes place in a departmental office, and the 
interpersonal connections between colleagues 
at this college are key to the narrative. PlayNotes 
reached out to a professor of Irish literature at 
nearby Bowdoin College.

Jae-Yeon Yoo (JY): What is your work?
Marilyn Reizbaum (MR): I have worked with 
Irish literature among other areas for all of my 
career, both doing research and teaching of 
Irish subjects. Primarily on James Joyce, and 
contemporary poetry and film (e.g., Eavan 
Boland, Neil Jordan’s films—[like] The Crying 
Game, Martin McDonagh).

JY: What are some examples of your courses?
MR: James Joyce Seminar, The Irish Story. I 
often integrate Irish works into [other] courses.

JY: In The Half-Light, Iris jokes to Andrew, 
“For someone who teaches Irish Lit, Andrew, 
you are disappointingly earthbound.” What 
do you think makes Irish literature markedly 
not earthbound? 

MR: Both the use of language and historical 
frames. As I often [state], Joyce determined to 
teach the English, who had suppressed the Irish 
language, how to use their own.

JY: What are some stereotypes about Irish 
literature that you’ve encountered? 
MR: Of course, there are all kinds of Irish lit. 
One of the recurring types is that of alcoholism. 
Another is poverty. Another is the “The Troubles” 
[the political and religious conflict in Northern 
Ireland in the 1900’s].. 

JY: In that previous conversation, Iris also 
teases Andrew about not including any women 
writers on the syllabus. Is that an accurate 
representation of Irish literature?  
MR: There was a particularly large controversy 
in the mid '90s when a three-volume Field Day 
Anthology of Irish Writing was in production 
that included very few women writers. After 
much protest—Eavan Boland was central to that 
contest—it was decided that a fourth volume 
of women’s lit would be added. This, too, was 
controversial for many, because of a charge 
that it ghettoized women’s writing. So, there is 
a long history in which women’s writing as such 
was subsumed by the national imperative and 
the Irish establishment was pretty much a boy’s 
club.  I have an article called “Canonical Double 
Cross,” in which I talk about this phenomenon 
of exclusion in both Scottish and Irish literature. 
It’s quite different now and some of the best 
contemporary and well-known writers are 
women—Anne Enright, etc. But there’s some 
residual “maleness.”

JY: Yeats’s poetry is a literary motif that 
pops up throughout the narrative. What are 
some key characteristics of Yeats (for those 
unfamiliar with his work/the Irish canon)? 
How might this be suitable to a play about the 
supernatural and grief? 
MR: Yeats is perfect for such frameworks and 

Community Connections: 
Interview with an Irish Literature 

Professor, Marilyn Reizbaum
eDiteD For clarity anD length by Jae-yeon yoo

mArilyn rEizBAum.
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effects. He had supernatural, spiritual and 
mystical sides, sometimes problematical. His 
early poems in particular draw on ancient Irish 
mythology, full of the magical and supernatural—
e.g., “The Stolen Child.” (Some attribute to him a 
revivification of that tradition, even a recreation of 
it.) Like many other modernists, he was engaged 
in theosophical endeavors,  automatic writing, 
etc. He produced cosmologies (“The Second 

Coming,” “A Vision”). He was a member of the 
Golden Dawn, a kind of secret order [similar 
to the Masons], invested in the occult and 
spiritualism, that sometimes appeared politically 
suspect. He spent a lifetime mourning the 
unrequited love of Maud Gonne (also a member 
of Golden Dawn), whose loss became a trope of 
his work—ergo the mystification of grief, among 
other kinds of production of sadness. I love Yeats.

2015 BloomSdAy CElEBrAtionS in duBlin, whErE Ulysses iS SEt.
A Possible Syllabus for Andrew’s Class
By Jae-Yeon Yoo

Domestic Violence by Eeavan Boland – A 
poetry collection that interweaves narratives of 
the domestic, national, and personal, as well as a 
reflection on the legacy of Irish poetry. 

Finnegan’s Wake by James Joyce – Joyce’s 
last novel, considered one of the most difficult 
books in the English language due to its 
experimental style.

Pygmalion by George Bernard Shaw – A 
play exploring social inequality and the power 
of language in upward mobility, most American 
audiences are now familiar with its musical 
adaptation: My Fair Lady. 

The Gathering by Anne Enright – A novel about 
family and tragedy.

The Lieutenant of Inishmore by Martin 
McDonagh – A dark comedy that explores 
familial and national conflict.

The Wind Among the Trees by William Butler 
Yeats – A poetry collection containing the poem, 
“Aedh Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven.”

Ulysses by James Joyce – A monumental novel 
that has come to symbolize modernism itself, it 
documents a day in the life of Leopold Bloom. 
Joyce’s signature stream-of-consciousness, 
wordplay, contextual allusions, and 
experimentation run wild in this massive work. 
Fun fact: June 16th is now celebrated by Joyce 
lovers everywhere as “Bloomsday.” 

Wintering Out by Seamus Heaney – A poetry 
collection that explores the idea of “the Troubles” 
as well as the overarching human condition. 
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No One Right Way: 
Five Playwrights' Thoughts 
on New Play Development

by rebecca rovezzi

It’s only the second day of rehearsals for The 
Half-Light, when the show’s production assistant, 
Terysa, walks in. “Already have our first page of 
rewrites,” she proclaims, as she enthusiastically 
waves the page. It will be the first of many 
changes to the script that the actors and artistic 
team will receive almost immediately after it 
is written. It’s one of the unique joys of having 
the playwright, Monica Wood, in the rehearsal 
room during the process. The excitement around 
the creation of a new play can be infectious, 
especially considering how drastically different 
each developmental process can be. 

There is no one right way to develop a new play. 
There is no one-size-fits-all approach in terms 
of development because every new play has its 
own unique needs and challenges. As a result, 
every new play’s journey is different. PlayNotes 
was fortunate enough learn a little about what 
developmental processes were like by speaking 
with Monica about her first play, Papermaker, 
and four other playwrights who have recently 
had a new play workshopped or produced at 
Portland Stage (PS): Bess Welden (Refuge Malja 

), Callie Kimball (Things That Are Round), 
Eleanor Burgess (The Niceties), and Abigail 
Killeen (the conceiver of Babette’s Feast). 

workshop process, including support from several 
non-profit entities interested in the play. In early 
2017, a finalized agreement was reached for the 
mainstage production at PS in January, 2018. 

Bess Welden had her initial idea for Refuge 
Malja  in 2015, three years before its 
world premiere at PS. She initially wrote a 
30-minute version called Whatever You Decide 
and submitted it to Acorn Productions’ Maine 
Playwrights Festival. After being accepted, it was 
given two staged readings in the spring of 2016. 
It was only after having heard it read aloud that 
Bess realized she wanted to write a full-length 
version that would eventually go on to be titled 
Refuge Malja . 

Callie Kimball developed her play Thing That 
Are Round over a similar timeline. Callie started 
Things That Are Round by just writing one 
scene. She then stepped away from the piece 
because she wasn’t sure where it was going. 
After revisiting the piece, she eventually wrote 
a more completed draft and had a reading of it 
at The Lark, an international theater laboratory 

triCKS of thE trAdE
“Be bold and find your audience." 

- Callie Kimball

The Beginning 
The trajectory of each of these plays, from 
the time of their conception to where they are 
today, varied dramatically in length. Abigail 
Killeen’s journey with Babette’s Feast started in 
2007, over ten years before its PS production 
and subsequent Off-Broadway transfer. Abigail 
conceived and developed the piece, and it was 
written by Rose Courtney. There was a lengthy 

        PS ProduCtion of refUge malja

Photo: AAron flACKE.
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based in New York City, in the fall of 2015. Three 
years later, the play had its world premiere at Rep 
Stage in Columbia, MD, in the fall of 2018. 

Eleanor Burgess also had a reading of The 
Niceties at The Lark early on in its developmental 
life. This reading helped her see what made 
sense in the play and what was underdeveloped. 
To Eleanor, The Niceties has had a “really short 
life in some ways,” since it has already had five 
productions in the three years since she began 
writing it. “It made its way into the world really 
fast,” she summarized. The play was a little over 
a year old when the Contemporary American 
Theater Festival expressed interest in mounting 
a production in the summer of 2017. At this point, 
Eleanor was still trying to establish Act II. “It used 
to just be a coda with no dramatic structure. It 
made no sense,” she recalled. It was also at this 
time when she found out she had been chosen 
for the Little Festival of the Unexpected at PS and 
a subsequent full production the following spring 
(2018). The play ultimately received a three-stop 
coproduction from the fall of 2018 into early 2019 
starting at the Huntington Theatre Company in 
Boston, then Manhattan Theatre Club in New 
York City, and ending at the McCarter Theatre 
Center in Princeton, NJ. 

Papermaker had a similarly quick road to its first 
production. Monica described the play’s journey 
as “the express train to the mainstage” because 
of the familiarity Anita Stewart, PS’s Executive & 
Artistic Director, and PS’s Affiliate Artists had with 
her novels. However, like many other new plays, 
Papermaker’s first full production was just the 
beginning of its developmental journey. 

The Definition of Development 
Over the past 50 years, a misconception has 
grown in American theater that a full production 
has moved from the single means of development 
to its final stage. Some believe this is a result 
of an increasingly smaller average amount of 
shows being produced each season in American 
theaters which in turn makes a full production 
a more precious commodity and the stakes 
for one higher. For some, the term “new play 
development” has become synonymous with 
readings and workshops, but a first full production 
is just as vital. A play can (and probably will) 
continue to grow and change after it is first 
produced. Bess describes the first production of 
Refuge Malja  as “essential to continue the 
growth of the play...There is no way you can know 
what your play is until your first production.”

triCKS of thE trAdE
“Be open to collaboration but be able 
to speak to your initial impulses. You 
are the expert in the room about your 
play. Trust the actors and directors to 
figure things out but when you know 

something should be in there, don’t be 
afraid to advocate for it.” 

- Bess Welden

ShAdowlAndS StAgES ProduCtion of 
PaPermaker.

Bess plans on revising Refuge Malja  based 
on what she learned, and she now has specific 
ideas she wants to explore on the page before 
its next production. Since its world premiere 
at PS, Monica has made several revisions 
to Papermaker after seeing subsequent 
productions in upstate New York and Maine. She 
explained, “The minute I give it to the rehearsal 
room, it's not just mine anymore. Each cast 
evolves the play in a different way.” 

When PlayNotes spoke with Eleanor, she had 
only recently locked or finished The Niceties 
script. For her, it took until the PS mainstage 
production for things to start clicking into place, 
especially Act II of the play. She recalls previews 
week as the time when “you learn things you 
only can in performance. Like the difference 
between and 60 and 50 minutes, and you get 
the guts to cut ideas that at one point in time felt 
so important.” In rehearsal the following August, 
before the Huntington production, was when Act 
II was finalized and she made her final major re-
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write. She continued to make “surgical rewrites” 
over the next two productions, which meant 
refining and fine-tuning individual lines to make 
them land with audiences. Eleanor explained 
that she could make a color-coded map showing 
how each line or moment of the play could 
be traced back to feedback. Feedback came 
from everywhere—a collaborator, an audience 
member during a talkback, a question in the 
rehearsal room from a director or an actor who 
has worked on the show. To her, “everyone 
involved with this play has helped to shape this 
piece into what it is today.” 

Babette’s Feast was also strengthened by 
collaborators throughout its developmental 
process. During the rehearsal process, Karin 
Coonrod, the director, brought much of her 
artistic sensibility to the project, including some 
movement sequences that weren’t originally in 
the script. The rehearsal process is where Bess 
felt Refuge Malja  faced the most challenges 
during its developmental journey, because of 
the leap that had to be made between readings 
to having just three weeks to put on a full 
production. “It felt like a tremendous amount of 
pressure to nurture a new work in such a short 
amount of time,” she explained. “When you’re 
working in such a compressed rehearsal process 
you have to go with your first choices, the most 
practical choices. We still discovered a lot and 
supported what was on the page, but I really try 
not to get too practical too early.” Monica also 
discovered challenges during Papermaker’s 
rehearsal process, but they were often a result 
of her being new to theater as a writer. Monica 
described the experience as “feeling like the 
new person in every possible way.” Luckily, she 
found an ally in the rehearsal room in the show’s 
director Sally Wood, who reunited with Monica 
to direct The Half-Light. “Sally and I immediately 
clicked,” Monica says. “She made the play better 
than it was.” 

Eleanor also spoke to the importance of being 
on the same page as her collaborators, “You 
should work with people who want the show to 
achieve the same things as you do, people who 
share your vision.” To Eleanor, it was important 
to have a rapport with the people working on the 
show. She often works with the same directors, 
and was in conversations with the theaters that 
were going to produce The Niceties for at least 

triCKS of thE trAdE
“Rewriting is the only writing that’s any 

good. Don’t be afraid to start over. It 
takes a lot of writing to get to 

the real page one.”
 -Monica Wood

Much like Eleanor, it took Callie many drafts to 
fully realize the end of Things That Are Round. 
“It was the most I’ve ever re-written a play, just 
taking wild swipes at the end,” Callie recalled. 
“You get so lost in the woods its hard to see the 
big picture. It’s the worst feeling when you have a 
play you believe in but can’t find the end. Starting 
a play and finishing a play take very different 
muscles.” In the end, it was the feedback she 
received from collaborators that helped her to see 
the ending of the play in a new light. “It wasn’t 
until I sat down with Todd [Brian Backus, PS’s 
Literary Manager] whose questions prompted me 
to think about the end of the play and its pivotal 
moments in a new way. It completely opened up 
the end of the play allowed it to become a gesture 
of love instead of violence.”

off-BroAdwAy ProduCtion of BaBette's feast. Photo: CArol roSEgg.
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a year before the production. “You need the 
time to develop an understanding of how [your 
collaborators] give notes and they need to do the 
same with how you make rewrites. You need to 
be comfortable with the people you’re working 
with and not chasing their approval. You know 
yourself and what you need. It takes a lot of 
stamina to finish a play and only you know what 
it will take to get yourself there.” Bess echoed this 
sentiment. “Collaborators bring so much creative 
genius into the room," she said. "There’s a point 
you need filter that and figure what makes sense 
for the story you want to tell and how you want to 
tell it. The longer I work on a play the more I get 
to know it and trust myself to understand what’s 
working and what isn’t…It’s important to be open 
to collaboration but then still be able to speak up 
and advocate for the things you really know you 
need and want.” 

Bess agrees with the importance of a new 
play’s second production, but still emphasizes 
the importance of its first: “The PS production 
opened doors for me. Theaters have read the 
play that wouldn’t have if PS hadn’t produced 
it.” The Niceties is just finishing its run at the 
McCarter Theatre Center and, after having 
several full productions to grow and develop the 
script, Eleanor is now looking forward to it being 
published. Babette’s Feast is in a similar place; 
two theaters in the US have optioned the play 
for their 2019-2020 seasons, and the script is 
currently under contract for publication.

Although each of these plays may have had very 
different processes, needs, and audiences, and 
cover a wide range of topics, the goals of the 
playwrights behind them are strikingly similar: to 
make something worth watching and listening to 
and will have an impact on the hearts and minds 
of its audience. “Overdevelopment used to be the 
norm,” Eleanor explains. “An audience gives us an 
insanely rare gift, two hours of their complete and 
total attention. Some people don’t even give that to 
their friends or loved ones. I believe the playwright 
has a heavy responsibility to make every minute 
worthwhile and I take that seriously. Are you going 
to achieve that the first time? No. The fifth time? 
No. Why would it be easy to create something that 
will keep people spellbound?”

triCKS of thE trAdE
“Cultivate the confidence to stick with 
your vision. Take the time you need to 
take. You won’t solve all the issues on 
the first try. But if you know your end 
goal you can keep moving toward it 

marginally with every change.”
- Eleanor Burgess

What’s Next?
Another common challenge playwrights face 
in the new play development process is the 
tendency for theaters to place a super high 
value on the world premiere production, and 
then devalue the subsequent ones. For theaters 
the premiere—especially the world premiere—
provides attractive marketing and monetary 
benefits. Theaters tend to make the most of the 
play’s newness and will sell the event as well 
as the play. As a result, premieres bestow on 
the institution the privilege of discovery and, 
therefore, a sense of ownership. Playwrights, by 
contrast, believe that the health of a new play 
depends on not just being produced, but on 
being re-produced and staged more than once. 
As demonstrated by Eleanor’s revisions to The 
Niceties, multiple stages and audiences help a 
writer refine their work and complete it. 

Bess is now in the process of revising Refuge 
Malja  and is pursuing a second production 
at primarily regional and non-profit theaters. thE huntington ProduCtion of the niCeties.

Photo: ChArlES EriCKSon.
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Recommended Resources
by the eDitors

Non-Fiction
You Can’t Make This Stuff Up: Life-Changing Messages from Heaven by Theresa Caputo
Between Two Worlds: Lessons from the Other Side by Tyler Henry
Is Your Child Psychic? A Guide to Developing Your Child’s Innate Abilities by Alex Tanous
A Vision by William Butler Yeats
Living Sober: Some Methods A.A. Members Have Used for Not Drinking by AA
Alcoholism Sourcebook by Keith Jones
The Nature of Grief: The Evolution and Psychology of Reactions to Loss by John Archer
Modern Loss: Candid Conversation about Grief by Rebecca Soffer and Gabrielle Birkner

Works by Monica Wood
Papermaker 
The One in a Million Boy
When We Were the Kennedys
Any Bitter Thing 
Ernie’s Ark
My Only Story
Secret Language

Plays
Faith Healer by Brian Friel
Our Experience Has Taught Us: A Sensational History of Our Twelve Traditions by Jackie B. 
Bill W. and Dr. Bob by Samuel Shem and Janet Surrey
Jagged Little Pill by Diablo Cody, Alanis Morissette, and Glen Ballard

TV/Film
Ghost Whisperer
Ghost Hunters
My Name is Bill
One Little Pill

faith healer By BriAn friEl At dEn thEAtrE.
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Portland Stage Company
Education and Outreach

Join Portland Stage as we discuss, debate, and explore the plays on our stage and in the classroom! 
Portland Stage is dedicated to bringing exciting theater, inspiring conversation, interactive 
experiences, and thought-provoking literature to a wide audience of youth and adult learners. 
Whether you take part in a discussion, subscribe to PlayNotes, take a class in our Theater for Kids 
space, or bring a group of students to see a performance, there is something here for everyone. How 
would you like to participate?

Student Matinee Series 
The Portland Stage Student Matinee Program annually provides more than 7,000 middle and high 
school students from Maine and New Hampshire with discounted tickets for student matinees. 
Following Student Matinee performances, students participate in discussions with members of the 
cast and crew, actively and energetically exploring all elements of the production and the issues 
raised in the play.

Play Me a Story 
Experience the Fun & Magic of Theater on Saturday Mornings at 10:30am with Play Me a Story! Ages 
4-10 are welcome to enjoy a performance of children’s stories, then participate in an acting workshop 
with professional theater artists. Build literacy, encourage creativity and spark dramatic dreams!  
Walk-ins are welcome, but pre-registration is encouraged!

After School Classes 
After school classes at Portland Stage produce a safe environment for young people to find a higher 
sense of play, stretch their imaginations, and gain valuable social skills such as listening, risk taking, 
ensemble building, public speaking, and leadership through storytelling. These classes are wildly fun, 
creative, spontaneous, and begin to build skills for the young actor or non-actor’s voice, body, and 
imagination. Visit our website for this year’s offerings!

Vacation and Summer Camps 
Our theater camps are fun, challenging and enriching. We use stories of all kinds to fuel these 
active, educational and lively, process-based week-long school vacation and summer programs for 
youth. Theater for Kids works with professional actors, directors, artisans and composers. Students 
are invited to think, speak, and act, and even sing imaginatively, critically, and creatively in an 
environment of inclusivity and safe play.

Classroom Workshop Program 
The Classroom Workshop Program partners Portland Stage with regional middle and high schools 
to enhance the experience of students who participate in the Early Show Program by complementing 
their visits with pre- and post-show workshops in their own classrooms. Workshops are led by 
professional Teaching Artists who engage students in the creative process through writing, acting, 
directing and discussion.

The Intern Company 
The Portland Stage Intern Program is committed to training future generations of theater 
professionals. Applicants should be highly motivated individuals who have acquired basic training in 
the theater arts and are looking to explore their field further through meaningful hands-on experience. 
Portland Stage interns can expect to be challenged by a creative process that relies on both ingenuity 
and collaboration. Interns at Portland Stage work with leading designers, directors, administrators, 
and our professional production team throughout the season. They leave with a greater knowledge 
of the theatrical process and the satisfaction of being part of a dedicated theater company where 
exceptional quality is the end goal.



Anita Stewart Executive & Artistic Director

Artistic & Production Staff
Meg Anderson Props Master

Todd Brian Backus Literary Manager
Daniel Brodhead Asst Production Manager, Lighting & Sound Supervisor

Hannah Cordes  Education Director
Emily M. Dixon Scenic Carpenter

Megan Doane General Manager & Production Manager
Ted Gallant Technical Director

Myles C. Hatch Stage Manager & Group Sales Manager
Julianne Shea Education Administrator

Susan Thomas Costume Shop Manager
Shane Van Vliet Stage Manager

Affiliate Artists

 

Administrative Staff
Paul Ainsworth Business Manager

Chris DeFilipp House Manager
Julia Fitzgerald Development Assistant

Beth Given Development Director
Lauren Kennedy Social Media & Marketing Asst

Alex Kimmel Company Manager
  Martin Lodish Finance Director

Reneé Myhaver Assistant Box Office Manager
Eileen Phelan Director of Communications, 

     Marketing, and Engagement 
Donald Smith Audience Services Manager
Nathan Sylvester Front of House Assoicate 

Adam Thibodeau House Manager 
Shannon Wade Box Office

Intern Company
Kelsey Book Scenic & Carpentry

Stephanie Collins Stage Management
Paige Farley Education

Dylan Gurrera Directing & Dramaturgy
Carlee Ihde Costumes

Emily Lawrence Education
Terysa Malootian Stage Management

Meaghan Parker General Administration
Rebecca Rovezzi Directing & Dramaturgy

Vianey Salazar Electrics
Eileen Thoma Costumes

Jae-Yeon Yoo Directing & Dramaturgy

Portland Stage Company
2018-2019 Staff

Ron Botting
Peter Brown 

Daniel Burson
Maureen Butler

  Ian Carlsen
Moira Driscoll
Abigail Killeen  
Callie Kimball 

Daniel Noel 
Michael Rafkin   

Ed Reichert
Hans Indigo Spencer    

Dustin Tucker
Bess Welden      
Monica Wood 
Sally Wood


